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Timely and accurate evaluations of social programs are essential

to sound planning and public policy decisions at local, state, and

national levels. The need is clearly evident in the field of
employment-related programs, .which involre the expenditure of

billions of dollars and affect the lives of millions of individuals.

This primer presents an approach and methodology for the

systematic measurement of the impact of employment-related
social programs. The primary emphasis is on basic techniques of

evaluation, with references to numerous theoretical and , con-

ceptualissues. This guide should add significantly to the literature

on progam evaltiation and is intended to assist those. who conduct

impact evaluations as well as program planners and administrators

who must make decisions based on such evaluations.

Facts and cbservation-s as presented in this monograph are the

sole responsi5ility of the author. His viepoinsts do not necessarily

represcat pTitions of the W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment

Research.

Kalamazoo, Michigan
April 1979

0

E. Earl Wright
Director
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PREFACE

This book isp revised version of an earlier ork, Measuring the
impact of ltfahpower Progiams: A Primer, written by the present
author and William R. Taah and published by the Institute of
Labor and Industrial. Relations. The University of Michigan-
Wayne State University as Policy Papers in Human Resources and
Industrial Relations No. 17, The present volume has been changed
considerably from Mc curlier primer. These changes are based on
the development of the field in the ten years since the first work

was written.

Marty persons :anti lined it) 1iliN VOIlltile. The author would

like especially to thank Bill Tash for his earlier contributions and
his comments on this version; the Many students in classes
conducted at Michigan State University the University of Utah
and The Ohio State University whose , ,Iestions and reactions
helped to clarify the presentation; and the many reviewers of the

drafts of this and the previous version -Paul Barton, Thomari
Bruening, C. Gregory B04447, John r.:hetxton, Stc'en Director,
Ronald Ehrenberg. }W !, bag, Aoirey Freedman, Patrkia
Greene,.Frank Lewi5, Car& Mangum. Jiea Bert Parties, Er,hArr

Prescott; Oosta Wirt, Reutlinger, Harold Sheppard,
Frank' Shuler, Abraf,to,,i Erns: raridatI7,:;-, Ralph

Waiktr, Barbara Wei.nstebi, i!rle Alfr:d 7 k,

This book is declicato lo the ,11,:mory ter three men who
introduced me to the ir:v6Itra:10 sucial programs: E. Wight
Bakke, Joseph 130 us, 1,6 (40..ild tY Somers.

Michael E. B

Coluintur, Oh
April /97g
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bachelors degree and
to teach in.the public

tined 10 insure that their
in this evaluation the implidt .

assumption that in orderfor youth to learn, their teachers must

meet the State requirements. Another example would be the
requirement that the Participants in maitOwerptograms be
unemployed, underemployed, or economically disadvantaged.
The assumption is made that in order for individuals in these

categories, to benefit from training and other employmentarelated
programs, they must be the persons,Who receive the services. The

Control type of process evaluation examines whether the inPuti to

the program meet a set of predetermined standards.

A second type of process evaluation' is monitoring. The
emphasis here is on meeting predetermined standards; however,
monitoring focuses on accomplishments or outputs rather than
louts. Monitoring would ask sucia. questions as "Has a youngster
increased his reading level by a full year during the time he was in

the third grade?" or "Have the participants in employment and

training programs found jobs and increased their incomes?"

Impact evaluation seeks to measure the effects -of the program.

It tries to answer the question' "What difference,has the program'
made?" The emphasis is on the changes brought about by the
=time, of the program. Impact evaluation seeks to compare

what occurs, given the existence of the social progrEmi, to what
would have occurred if the program did not exist. For example,
impact CVZ!ttatiOr! Ft.7kc to determine how much better-a child

ids- after a year of remedial tutoring in-reading as compared to

what his reading level would have been if he had been left in his

regular classroom for that period: it is important to note-that we

are measuring the change caused by the remedial tutoring. We

wish to know not only how much progress, occurred, but also
whether this was more than would have taken place had there been

. .

no tutoring. in the case of employment - related programs; we
would want to know if the income of a 'pahielpant was higher

during or after the program_ than it would have been had he not

entered the program.



It should also be noted that impact ,:valuation seeks to measure
all of the differences caused by the program and is not limited to
only those which were originally listed as goals for the program in
its plan. It is quite possible that social programs will have
outcomes other than those originally planned. For instance, it has
been found that while increasing education leads, as expected, to
more productive population and more satisfied and' capable
citizenry, it also is associated with lower fertility rates.

Finally, strategic analysis seeks to compare alternative programs
in order to judge their relative efficiency at -accomplishing
long-run, large-scale outcomes. Such analysis might compare the
ultimate effect on the productivity of the society of an increase in
exp4iditures for primary education and manpower train'.ng.
Strategic analysis compares the results of impact evaluatio-is for

, more than one program.

In addition to the type of question being asked, another feature
which distinguishes the types of evaluation. is the time period for
which the program is evaluated. Control evaluation examines the

structtire of the program and its inputs, consequently, it looks at
information which is gathered during the period of program
operation. Monitoring also takes place during the operation of the
program, but it usually will also gather- infoimation about
post-program results. Impact evaluation requires a longer period
of time after the conclusion of a prOgranf in order to determine
what the long-run results are, Strategic analysis compares the
results of impact evaluations for a variety of competing programs
and must wait 'until all of the impact evaluations have been.
conducted,

The distinctions between the various types of evaluation may be
clearer if we use an example from the medical field:

A child is born. We check that the nursery is clean and well
staffed by trained personnel, and that the child is fed on
regular schedule.

This is control evaluation. It examines inputs to the process and
measures them against standards of necessity.



2. As the child grows older, weperiodically measure its height and

t. We also see if the child walks by the tithe he or she is

yams old.

This is !nom progress and output against

Prec!Ctermtn
what should occir.

The child is innoculated egahist various diseases. We wish to

measure whether the innoculatiOrr has led to a longer and more

productivelife.

This is impact evaluation. It relates changes, in outputs td a
changd in the inputs.

4. An evaluator attempts to determine if an expenditure on public

-health supervisiOn, prfmary medical care, or medical research is

the most efficient way of "extending the longevity of the

population.

is is strategic analysis. It compares the efficiency of

ative strategies for accomplishing a goal.

WhO Evaluates?

s of evaluation may also be differentiated by the kinds of

agencies that conduct them and the .uses to which they are put.

Since control evaluations basically deal with whether prescribed

conditiOns exist or do not exist, it is the easiest type of evaluation

. to conduct and does not require an intimate knowledge of the

program's operations. Thus, it can be conducted by individuals

outside of the program, usually bf accenntants and auditors. This

_type of evaluation is often associated with the General Account

Office (GAO),.the "Federal Representative" who reviews

programs, and other "outsiders" who usually attempt to au
programs quickly. Oil the other hand, monitoring usually involves

the program operators or members of the program's administra-.

we staff since one of the basic purposes of monitoring is to

rovide the program operator with early feedback on his successes

d failures. Mordtoring questions are often built into the
prograna's'management information system.



Impact evaluation is usually done by an external agency. Most
program operators do not have the skills, budget, time, or interest
necessary to conduct impact evaluations. Further? internal
evaluations may give the appearance of conflict of interest. Hence,
contracts for. such evaluations are often letthy federal agencies-to
private researchers or universities.

1Strategic analysis can be conducted only at the highest levels
since it compares programs that cut across normal' agency and
juris4iCtiOnal lines. For instance, in the federal executive branch,
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) performs
function. In Congress, the House and Senate Budget CO "ttees

are responsible for allocating funds across broad subject areas,
while the (Appropriations Conimittees divide the funds among
comPeting programs. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) is
charged with providing the analyses on which these decisions are
made.' 1

;

arAzation of This Primp,

This primer is concerned with impact evaluation; process
evaluation is already covered well in other works,' and we shall
not cover strategicanalysis since our _purpose is to introduce the
reader to the basics of 'evaluation_ techniques. In addition, the-
primer concentrates on questions dealing' with the mechanics of
conducting evaluations and omits most of the theoretical
discu,sgions whichLhave occurred in the field of evaluation
(although references to these discussions are provided). While the
techniques for evaluating social programs, are not difficult, most ,

past have not included all of those basic components
necessary to arrive at reliable policy decisions. By giving special

The types of evaluation are obviously nokmutualiy exclusive. As noted cruller, in the

Case of a failure (determineri'by an impact evaluation) we want to know whether the theiry
Of the plan or its execution was faulty (which requires process evaluation). If we have a
'success (again using an impact evaluation), we will want to make sure that the sucoess was
'clue to the plan being followed and not tcrsorne deviation from the plan.

6. See in particular Peat's on Manpower Planning (16), Menri (21),' and 4U.S.

Department of Labor-(34).

v



emphasis to the areas in whith past studies have failed,- we hope to

-present an elementary discussion which will help correct the
apparent deficiencies in those past studies.

'4-Readers can best use t.th,primer if they attempt td test their
knowledge and mike use of it as they gcl along. To encourage this
approath,.exercises are included at the end of each chapter. We
also suggest that readers examine several of the studies cited in
each section., Each of these' was selected because it presented
theoretical arguments in greater detail than was possible in the
space available. klopefully, this primer, together with the exercises
and references, will serve as a jumping-off point in the evaluative
process, permitting evaluatdrs to develop their own analyses.
Without committing the same mistakes that have marred earlier

studies,.

Chapter Outline

- The purpose of the evaluation process is to provide policy
makers with the basic date necessary for them to make decisions

wisely. Impact evEduatiot of social programs examine the
.

long.run outcome- and' vie success and faihire in, these terms.
They should provide five:essential sets of information. First, they,,
shbuld provide the data necessary to determine if a particular
program should be continued: Second, they should determine
which 6f alternative progra s ,achieve the greatest gains for a
given cost.' Third, evaluations should present information on the
components of each program- d the mixes of components which

are most effective for a given''expenditure so, that maximum
operating efficiency can be achieved. Fourth, evaluations should
proiride the fiist three types of information for participants with
different characteristics so that a decision maker may determine
which individuals are best served by each program. Finally, in the
course of evaluating existing programs, data should be gathered-
'which will suggest new methods for attacking social problems.
Frew impact evaluations of social piogrms have provided all of

.

a
this. information to date.

. . A
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One of the'major problems in the evaluation of employment-
related social programs is that these programs encompass a wide

variety of desired outcomes for- the nation's workers and potential
workers. Generally, they seek to improve the egiployment
situation of the program clients, and iri this way to better their
economic, physical, and mental well-being. The programs also

seek to increase the productive ability of the nation's human
resources' and to reduce poverty and social dependency. These
goals, hoWever, are broad and difficult to operationalize. As a
consequence, evaluations of employtnent-related jiarograms often
have been narrow in fo6u1, usually limited to the most obvious
effects of the programs such as the average increment in earnings

of participants or the number of participants placed in

training-related jobs. Other less apparent but Possibly important
impacts have frequently been ignored. Therefor , our first task is
to define more of the basic objectives and impact of employment-
related programs and attempt to establish crit ria to measure
these.

Other problems which have arisen in social impact program
evaluations revolve-around the question "Whom do employment-
related programs ,affect?" It appears that past studies have
excluded, often le cause of a lack of data, many persons whose

labor market ;.1xPerence was influenced by such programs. In
Chapter 2 we point out some of the other groups that should also

be examined.

The designs for measuring the success of employment-ielated
programs in past studies have often been weak. Many of the
problems have arisen in the use of control ovornparison groups.
To estimate the effects of a program, it is necessary to compare the

expeilence of the program participants with that of some reference
group whose'experience can be said to represent what would have
happened to the participants in the absence 'of the program:
Unfortunately, results of past studies which were contrary to the
prejudices' of policy makers have too often been /dismissed.on the

grounds di noncomparability between prograrn- participants and
"Controls." In Chapter 3, we present a procedure designed to

solve the comparability problems. We also supply descriptive



info rnation(on possible of data which might be useful for

m g the benefits of employraeUt-related programs.

vOlved/in measuring the costs of . social
similar to those involved in measuring

Past studies often have not measured all of the
. have inadequately selected control groups for

and have ignored some groups who incur costs,
s diicussed in Chapter 4.

A imal problem which has limited the usefulness_ of many
previous evaluations_ has been the lack of compaiability in the
presentation of the reitiWS-Of these studies. Chapter 5 presents a
suggested schema tor, comparing program benefits and costs. We
also suggest in that chapter At number of technical-aspects which
have. often been lacks in previous studies.the use of
multivariate analysis to se ate the influences of the wide variety

of possible determinants oi program suCcesi", the use of marginal
analysis whenever possible, and\ the methods for projecting and
discounting future, effects of the p}Ograrns._ Finailyv we\present a .f.-

summary outline of the procedurarSieps discusted \in earlier
chapters. -



ach qfj 21e following types 'of evaluation questions as
process (control ar monitoring), impact, or strategic analysis.

1. Do all vocational rehabilitation c tin.tlo have degrees in

counseling?

2. Does each student welder have 15 square feet of floor space

3. Are vocational education progriun graduates placed in
which make use of the skills taught to them in school?

4. Are no more than 10 percent of registrants in a "holdin
status" at any point in time?

5. Has a public service job increased the income of the per§on

hired?

6. Does vocational, rehabilitation lead to hap_ pier, m_ ore satisfied

clients?

7. Is training.or work experience a better way to increase employ-
ability of youth?



Chapter

:THE, IMPACTS
-.OF SOCIAL PRO G MS

Defining the Goi 4s sad Impacts
f EMPloYment-Relattil

Employment-related social programs may affeCt many persons

and institutions ,in a variety of ;mays. Some of these are direct
benefits yhich are planned. We define those effects which are
objectivesiof the program planners or operators as "program
goals." There usually are many other possible effeets of these
programs which are not anticipated in the program plan-either
because they are side effects or occur to persons who 'arc not
directly involved in the program. Some of these are positive
outcomes; others may do harm. These unanticipated effects,
together with the program goals, we call "impacts." Thus, as

. shown in Chattk2-1, program goals are a subset of the program's

impacts.

Chart 2-1
Impacts of Employesent-Related Programs

Goals

negative
outcomes

other
positive
outcomes
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tut our opon
pacts and not

k
In consider im 05, it is useful to distinguish between those

which are ultimate objectives and those which are only
intermediate steps to achieving those objectives. For instance,
higher, annual ea rings for participants may be the ultimate goal
for a program-1 intermediate outcomes which are sometimes
examined to measure this goal are increased wage rates at
placement and increased number of persons placed in training

fated jobs. The intermediate outcomes can be differentiated in
two respects: they occur sooner and/or the 'are only partial

easures of the impact,

The need for a time distinction is obvious. It is usually
'necessitated by an inability to wait until all of ate consequences of
program participation have occurred. (This is natural when
programs can affect the entire lifetimes of, participants.) There is a
danger, which will be discussed further in chapter 3, that early
results may not be indicative of longer term consequences. Shortly
after the program, the participants may find themselves at a
disadvantage if they have been taken out of the labor market for it
substantial. period. On the other hand, they may have gained a
short-run advantage by making special contacts during the

Program.
More seriously, intermediate outcomes may not measure the

4atitc factors r thc rAlif'Clive! For inctitnce, the absence of

higher wage rates may not mean annual earnings are not higher
since the program may increase hours of employment. Likewise,
per-Sons may be placed in the jobs for which they were trained but
these jobs may pay less than other jobs which might have been
held. In these cases.the implicit assumptions that the intermediate
outcomes were identical or highly correlated with the ultimate
objective not correct.

d be made to measure all of the
Rationale for this opinion appears

Outcome 1 peels



For these reasons it is useful to define impacts in terms of
`ultimate objectives whenever possible. Sinillarly, should be
;awl w ;hint; altZ-7"`t
most the ultimate objectives. The further removed

Ls from the eventual ourome, in concept
will be the chance of Madequme or

improper estimates of the tnte impacts.

Soirees of hapset Deflillions

The first order of-business in conducting a impact evaluation 1%
define the broad impacts and the more spec#fic criteria which

may be used to judge the effectiveness of the programs. Where do
we find these impacti and criteria?

The obvious place to begin is with the goals as defined in the
egislatioti of established programs to set what the drafters

thought the program would acvornplish. Unfortunately, this very
often leads to statements that are difficult to operationalize with
criteria, For instance, the Comprehensive Employment anc,'

Training Act of 1973 (CETA) had the following Staterr :rtt of
Purpose:

It is the purpose of this Act to provide .job training a
employment opportunities for economically disad-
vantaged, unemployed, and underemployed persons.
and to assure that training and other services. lead to
maximum employment opportunities and enhance self-
sufficiency by establishing a flexible and de-centralized
*tem of Federal. State, and local programs.

This statement describes the organization of the program
(decentralized), the type of participants (unemployed, under-
ployed, and economically disadvantaged persons), and the types
of services to be performed (job training and employment), but
vague as to the outcomes to be achieved-(maximum employment
opportunities and enhanced selfsufficiency). A review of a few
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timings held prior to the tablishmeept of the program

and the_hearings held on appropriations, Again, how:ever, ore is

usually left with vague 31411071MS of overall objectives.. MoreoVer,

the goals of a program may change Wier tine from those originally

slated in the legislative process, For instance. the Nianpower
Development and Training Act of 1.462 was originally passed to

combat displacement caused by automation, but several years
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groups into the labor.foreie without changing the legislation,
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*re ilnaited.in :beir ability to 5tipO1y the
evaluator with all of the impacts to be via:mined. il 6 inctviltfult
on him to think of all -the postible arras- in which the program
could conceivably pave an effelp lhat many ot trim will oat tic
soled objectives for the program is not important. For example,.
there it pOthillit In the CETA. -legislation which- addresses -the
program's effects on worker health. Yet. CETA. may brie an
impact In this intf'- because: I) program parti6pants ba. C
Increased contact -with social service agencies;:' 2) part of the .`..
ackNdottalliciimes may be st)ent on health services if' the program
13 sucrcessfal in ,raising worker inconies: and/3)-a substantial
portion of the t r a i i t i n g under the Act the arca or health
services. Thus. while health wai, not mentioned by the thots of
the Att. ft might be much affected by CETi!k, The impact in
this iota may be considered yen important by 141me Nopic urn
the program's ekiraluatiorL5 for deioft nlakint

As a general rule.--ii-ts much Omer to attempt rto mo.sure
irripatis which prove not to exist than to ignore:fa:me-Is which do
exit*. There are two reasons for this, First, both the political and

.cZonotnic scene mat, change as time.113340S, and the goals -of the
program May change as was seen with the Manpower
IN-veloprnent and Ttaining Ad of 1967 If !lit- new grills weir nO!!

included in the evaluation, it may no be worthless since it will not
artsvier the questions being asked irRkr the new conditions:'
Second, since models of the labor market ore very

are unable to predict with certainty where the impact of
vanous employment.related programs will be felt., Sociatscleatists
are unable to model 01 of r1te rerariorrthIpt ar to state what the
effect of a !articular action will be As more and more evaluations

a,
examined. the models will undoubtedly impr,..y.e,

Thus, while it is valuable to determine who will be IL-1mi the

evaluation and what as uses are to be getttna c,rnpicte imights on
the somas of the programs under evaluation usually makes it
imperative to go_beyond these consider-ations and to include all of
the possible impacts. Great care should be taken before an
objective Is-eliminated from consideration due to the paniculax
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d in a .gregate changes well as those directly'
Likewise, the .effect programs on individUals and

employers will determine in part-the programs' success in terms of
s,Ociet-y theta:seci mptoyment of participants in programs is
likely to improve aggregate employment, and improvement in the
moduction of individuai firms may lead is sticrairsed aggregate
production. -

There also may he s me o .etla goals of each of the
parties. For instance, the reduction `ividual's unernploy-
!tient may incTease his arnings as Ave ' decrease his feeling of
,-1,.!.sf"41rtfrntr-y. Since ihe erstndent importance
for the dri i tidual, we believe that all. shtiutel be considered.

he. however 1Ffl fl the g
different p rTt and anon VatiotiS particular party.
,Thus .d that a program svhich itrypro es the income.of
fht pant i very costly to the gr +vernment or that a program
which is highly efficient o increasing .aggregate production leads
to greater ineiluity in the national distribution of income. These
conflicts ot' program achi-,;.s'fimerits the prablern
ranking the objectives of each of the parttc and of determining
',,vitich patty's goals have precedence, While on a theoretical level
on can argue that societal objectives should be paramount, the
evaluator must he a realist-. He should recognize that` the rewards

;,)st,,; of cinployniznt,i41:::tc-:_!;7',:...g:arn parlic.ai
may play an important role ircdetermining the
n the existence of the program. For instance, since these

' ro' gretat
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Fiat to ,a , ;.pct mdiviouan is :11,2 programs,
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laia ted, who participates, and who manages the programs may be

important politically as what they do. Thus, the effects of

employment- related programs through their p-ositive or negative

Impact upon voters, or campaign contributors may be extremely

important to their political, survival.

Even if we ignore these political consideration:, oinploy

related programs can indirectly affect a number of people. For

instance, employers will fade a_ different labor supply and

nonparticipants a different demand for their services if a'program

is successful in training large numbers of eskers for a particular

occupation. Unions might face a variety of changes if the program

introduces a number of workers from minority groups or cultural

,backgrounds previously unrepresented in the plant. The families

of participants may be adversely affected by the costs which they

have to bear while the participant is in the program but may

benefit if the program successfully increases family income. To

concly.le this discussion, one should consider the categories of

persons who possibly'could be affected by social programs as well

as the many ways in which these programs cotild have an impact.

stirs of Potential Benefits--

Fro mployment-Related Programs

To facilitate the choice of impacts to be studied, we prelent

of potential benefits for society, individuals, employers,

government- We feel that all employment-related programs can be

judged in terms of these impacts, but simultaneously realize that

each program will have a different method of reaching. its

objectives and will put a somewhat different emphasis on each of

them. Further, because it is 'our hope and belief that the positive

results of most employment-related; 1, ograms will exceed any

negative impacts which may occur, our diseus&ion of impacts is

stated in terms of benefits here and throughout this book. Finally,

the list is obviously not all.inclusive. It should, however, provide

many of the most important outcomes of employment-related

programs. Below each benefit we present operational criteria to

rtleaSUfe the success of an employment-related program in meeting
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the objective. These' criteria are presdrited as examples of the
measures which could be used Again, the list is not meant to be
all-inclusive.

A. BENEFITS FOR Socrerr

1. Improved Equity in the I. of income and
Employment, Eipecially for Target Groups.'

a. Increased Incomes. The increase in the income of target
group members relative to some stated goal such as the
average income for all workers,

b.Increased Employment. The increase in the perceqtage
of time in which all target group members are employed
and the decrease in the percentage of time in which,they

are unemployed after the program, relative to the
averages foil-all workers. A Jess useful measure because
of seasonality and time trends would be the increase in
the percentage of target group members who are
employed at given times relative to a stated goal.

2. Increased National' Production.

The increas^ io the,Gross National Product (GNP) which
should approximate the sum of the changes in.earnings of
all persons affected by the program, including persons who
are not, program participants.

3. Reduced Unemployment.

The decline in the average percentage of time in which
persons 'affected by the program, including nonpartic-

.
3. Groups which ntight be considered are:
a. Persons defined as economically disadvantaged.

b. &imbed ofrainorides (Blacks,- Native Americans, Hispanics).

C. The handicapped (physically impaired, mentally retarded, mentally Ill. alcohol and

substance abusers),
d. Groups with high unemployment the aged, es-offenders, school

dropouts).
a. Groups receiving government benefits (welfare recipients, unemploym

claimants. veterans).
L others (fernide heads of-households, fume's, parsons in depressed

unemployed, and the underemployed).

o
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ipants, are unemployed after the program. A less useful

measure because of seasonality and time trend would be

the change in the percentage of these persons who are
unemployed at, given times.

4. Increased Social Satisfaction.

a. Increased Satisfaction with Social Institutions and

Increased Social Participation. The increase in partici-

pation in political activities of persons affected by the
programs. The improvement In the average scores on
scales of attitudes toward social institutions, such as
schools, police, politics, and welfare agencies.'

b. Increased Job Satisfaction. The improvement in average

scores on job satisfaction scales.'

c. Increased Overall Satisfaction, The increase in average
scores on social indicators.'

5. stable Prices.

The stability of wages and prices in those industries and

occupations in which persons affected by the program are
employed relative to average changes for all wages and
prices.. Special attention should be given to "bottleneck"
industries and occupations.

6. Reduced Antisocial Behavior.

The reduction in the number of persons affected by the
program who are arrested and convicted of crimes, who
participate in riots, or who are involved in other socially

unacceptable activities. Reduced recidivism rates' and
parole revocations for former inmates of correctional
institutions might also be utilized.

4. A valu e of political soles should be consulted such as John P. Robinson, Jerold G.

Rusk, and Kendra B. Head (26).

5. For a compendium of such scales see hn P. Robinson, Robert Athanasiou, and

Kendra B. Head (24$.

6. For these measures see
P._Robinson and Phillip R. Shaver (25).
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7. Reduced Dependency 04overnment.
The reduction in the number of persons who receive public
assistance and unemployment insurance, the amount of
each received, and the proportion of time these are
received. Psychological scales of dependency might also be
used to examine the degree of dependency as perceived by
persons whom the program affects.

8. Increased Voluntary Leisure.

The reduction in the number of hours worked to conform
with individual desires. A second measure would be the
reduction in the proportion of persons affected by the
program who work more than they desire. Finally, the
improvement in scores on an attitude scale measuring
satisfaction with leisure might be examined.

9. Improved Family Life.

The reduction in the proportion of program-affected
persons whose family lives lire negatively altered (through
divOrce or desertion). Chades in attitudes toward other
family members could also be examined.

10. Reduced Discrimination and Improved Race Relations.

The proportion, of persons affected by the program who
improve theft- behavior toward persons of another race,
ethnic group, age, and sex.

Improved Health.

The average improvement in the nutritional level as
measured by changes in the amount of food consumed and
its protein content. The effect on health can be measured
by the reduction in average number of days sick, the
proportion of program-involved persons with emotional
problems, and the value of health services needed by
program participants.



12. Improved Housing.

The average improvement in the quality of housing based

. on the Census definiti9ns.

13:1 BENEFIT'S FOR INDWIDIJAUS

1. Increased Incomes,

The average increase in the irkcomes of participants. The
income increase could be fr-Orn either increased employ-
ment or higher levels of productivity. Separate calculations
'may be made for various groups of participants.

2. Reducer Unemployment.

For varicius types of program participants, the reduction in
the average percentage of the time after the program that
they are unemployed. A less useful measure beca0e of
seasonality and time trends would be the reduction in the
percentage of different types of participants who are
unemployed at a given time.

3. Increased Satisfaction.,y.

a. Increased Satisfaction- with Work. The average im-

provement in scores on job satisfaction tests by different

types Of program participants.

b. IncreaSed SatiSfaction with General Conditions. The
increase in average scores on social indicators by
different types of participants.

4. Increased Social Status,

The improvement in social and occupational status of
participants-with differing characteristics as measured by

socioeconomic scales.

-5. Increased Voluntary Leisure.

The,increase in the average number of hours when work is

not sought or desired at the going wage for different
groups of persons affected by the program. A second
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measure would be the reduction in the proportion of he
groups who work more than they desire.

6. Reduced Dependency.

The reduced proportion of different participant groups
who receive public assistance and unemployment insurance
and the reduction in the amount of each received. The
reduction in the degree of dependency as perceived. by each

group could also be examined. Scales of dependency might
be used.

7. Improved Health.

The average improvement in the nutritional level of
different types of participants as measured by changes in
the amount of food consumed and the protein content in

their diet. The effects on health can be measured for
different groups of program participants by the reductions
in their average number of days sick, the proportion with
emotional problems, and the value of health services
provided to them,

8. Improved Family Life.

The reduction in the pr6portion of program-affected
persons whose family lives are negatively altered. Changes
in attitudes toward other family members could also be
examined.

9. Improved Housing.

The average increase in quality of housing of program
participants with different characteristics based on the
Census definitions.

C. BENEFITS FOR EMPLOYERS

1. Jobs of Specific Employers Filled.

The proportion of participants accepting jobs in "bottle-
neck" industries, in occupations where 'workers are in
short supply, and with particular employers. The number
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of vacancies and public Employment 'Service job orders

filled, by industry and occupation, are a second measure.

2. Jobs in Particular Areas Filled.

The, number and proportion of participants who find

employment in labor shortage and/or depressed areas. The

reduction in the number and the length,of vacancies and

('dined job orders in Employment Service offices in these

areas could also serve as a measure.

Improved Productivity of Particular

employers' Labor Forces.

The increase in average -output per haul- worked in firms

wt,4 hire program participants. This might be shown by

the improvement in the average level of achievement on

work sampling tests for the employers' work forces. Also

the change in'the years of school completed for the work

forces of specific employers and changes in their

knoWledge level as measured by achievement tests could be

examined.

NEWTS FOR GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS

1. ReduCed Costs of Govermrtent Operatrons..

The'redtiction in the proportion of persons affected by the

prograni who receive public assistance, unemployment

insurance or other transfer payments, or who need to use

the services of CETA, Vocational Rehabilitation, the

Employment Service and similar agencies after the

programs. This should be multiplied by the reductio in

the average time spent pr9viding services to these persons

by each of the agencietinvolved and the cost of these

services.

2. Reduced Transfer Payments.

The reduced amountof unemployment insurance, public

assistance and other transfer payments received by the

program participants. Changes in public assistance paid-to

other family members should also be measured.



3 It crewed Tax Revenues -Through an increase

File increase in the taxes paid by persons involved with
program, Separate calculations should he trade for
federal, state, and Ideal taxes. The federal level should
include personal income, excise,- and social security.taxes,
and local and state tax MeaStireMCIItS should include

o ne, salc:, and propcly

4, Increased Number of Persons Availi
Service or Other Public Service,

The increase in the proportion of youth who are class!,
as acceptable for military service, Peace Corps, VISTA, or
similar types of public 5trrvics

DISCUtt f Criteria

The actual measurement of the impacts is a difficult but
necessary job. Consequently, some discussion of the rationale for

those criteria appearing the list above may be useful. Because
economic criteria are much better defined at this time than are
some of the others and therefore easier to measure, we. will begin
with them. .

Employment- related programs are directed at improving the
earnings of program participant's for at least three reasons. First,
as skills are improved the productive capability of society is
increased (i.e., till: improvement in skills of the labor force will
permit society to _produce more). In the :various types of
employment-related programs there are several techniques used in

the attempt to increase ,productivity. The CETA Title II;
Vocational. Education, Vocational Rehabilitation, and WIN
programs provide skill training and/or basic education in an effort
to increase the productive abilities of participants. These prOgrams
also contain :omponents to increase marketability by providing
useful work habits and experience. They, along with the
Employment ServiCe, also provide labor market information,
including information on where jobs are available, in order that
applicants may better match their skills with the demand-for them.
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Next, the impact on earnings may affe ct the in me

distribution. Again, higher productivity provided by employment-

related programs should lead to higher earningsthe concept of
investment in human capital. peperiding on who the recipients of
the programs are, the earnings distribution and, subsequently, the
income distribution may be altered. if, as .is typical, the

carrlinsa-increasing services are provided pnmar ily to the poor,
the tiistlibution of incoinc way bc .anprc-,-cc!.

Final, society appears interested in improving the earnings and
employment of particular groups in the society because of the

belief in the "Protestant Ethic=`' Society appears intent 6n

replacing welfare with work and placing a positive value on
income earned as opposed to income from other sources (at least

among the poot). insofar as the employment-related programs are
directed= at 'specific' grqups who are poor and likely to receive
transfer payments, rift achievement of higher earnings and
employment for them is lcioked upon as a benefit of the program.

-How are these benefits to be measured? in the case of the
change 'in society's production we assume it wilt be equal to the
increment caused by the program in the productive ability of the

program participants.' Since it is difficult to measure productive

ability dliectly, the evaluator must rely on marginal productivity
-theory which says that the increment in the Titarginal
output is equal to the increment in his wage, assuming perfect
competition. Thus, we can say that emploment-related programs
int-ream the output of society in an arnout7tequal to the inctement

in the earnings of the program participants, given certain
assumptions such as perfect knowledge and mobility and full
employment.' This increment includes the increase in total
compensationfringe benefits as well Ali wage or a1 rye payments.

8. Mother Mermen! in Tot tty
pentririants *Mk they ire in the to
employmein in order to ow work ever
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income distribution after !Axe and

other tyfre -i econorni,-.- I
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Co s h given the President uthorization to reorganize

ecutive branch of the federal government. One o

which seems ripe for consolidation is the provision of

cmploythent-related services to the unemployed, underemployed.

and Among the programs and depanrncnts which are

presently roviding such services are the following; CETA, the

U.S.. Employment Service, WIN, and the Unemployment

Insurance Service in the Department of Labor; Gi Bill training

from the Veterans Administration; vocational Rehabilitation,

health services training, WIN, and vocational Education in the

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; the Public Works

program in the Department of Comet erce; vocational training

provided by the Department of Defense; programs for training

and employment of offenders through the Iw Enforcement

Assistance Administration in the Department of -Justice; and

training Of Indians by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in the Interior

1)epartment:

You asap analyst in the Office P anage rent and Budget, are

asked to list the i pacts. of at least four of these programs. In

making up the list you should attempt to demonstrate the deg;:.-±:

77TrT r',-%ctrirn in their imnacts.

Provide detailed
Ex c

cur



chapter;3
EVALUATION DESIGN

1.

When evaluating social programs, we are trying to determine
the effects of these programs on the individuals who participate,
the governinent, society, and various other parties. To do this we
want to measure changes that the program has created--both
economic and social changes, primarily in the lives 'of the

cipants. As discussed in the last chapter, we also use changes
the economic positions of the individuals to measure the

alliance of the program on society and the governmrt. In order
to determine the changes which have occurred witlyresPect to an
individual we need to know what his experience and f situation haVe
been after the-treatment and what it would have been had there

.

been no social program.

di Designs

on centers around various designs which may be
are the difference between the actual experience of an

Individual once he has completed an employment-related program
and his expected experience in the absence of the program.'

I, In a p_rimer such this there t obvious fLmhatiocu on our ibthty to cover the topic
designs. We strongly urge the_residex to esarnine some of the theoretical

lath etperinttrital design. We particularly recommend Campbell aid

35



The Case $tudy Design; Probably the sunp destgn is the case

study: Here, a treatment is introduced and the participant§ are
observedafter receiving the treatment.: Then, based on a guess as

to what would have happened to the participants had there been

nos program, a judgment is made as to whether or not the

treatment improved the lot of the participants. This kind of design

is quite ciommon in the evaluation of social programs. Many of the
manpower programs begun in the 1960s grew out of experimental

,

programs which had no evaluation 'other than a case study. We
have subsequently found that in many instances the expanded
program has been relatively =successful; .

/
There is a variety of major probiems with the internal validity

(the accuracy of the findings for the group studied). of the case
study design .winch caused this unfortunate result. First, there are

events -o6tside the control of the evaluator which influence the
observations that be makes.' To give a concrete example,
employment-related program placements depend for their success

largely on the labor market for Which they provide participants.
During the middle 1960s thelabor market'improved Considerably,

and it appeared that any'prograrn which provided warm bodies
could find at least some job for these bodies. The improvingiabor,
market would lead to individuals getting better jobs 'than one
might otherwise suppose based on the experience of the early 60s,.'

When the economy slowed down 'in the early 1970s, the opposite
situation occurred. Thus, there is a very great opportunity for the
post hoc ergo propter hoc fallacy to exist. The'evaluator implicitly

says "In my opinion, the participant was better after the
treatment; therefore, the treatment caused the participant to jet

better."
Second, the mere passage of time will influence the expected

labbf Market experience and. the attitudes of most people.f\This is
particulark true for the very young. For instance; have

extremely high unemploythent rates which tend to go down its they

become older and more acceptable to employers. Consequently, a\
2. Campbell and Stanley (12) crill this hiitdry.

3. Campbell and Star ley (12) call this maturation.



program that takes in A youth when he is 18 and turns him out
when he is 21 will find that his employment possibilities have-
improved afier,completing the program. Some progamt, such as
the Neighborhood Youth Corps, have been characterized as .
tnerely,"aging vats" for the young.

Another problem with the case study is that it is difficult to tell
if there is a selection problem, particularly in the case of
small-scale demonstration projects. There is the distinct possibility
that a small -scale project will be able to "cream"take only the
better prospects for employment success. It is not surprising, then,
that after having received thetreatment of the program, these
small-scale project participants are foimd to do bitter than the
average person.

ore-and- ter pesigns. While the case study approach has
,been used to make many actual 'policy decisions, 'employment-
related program evaluation has tended to follow a slightly more
sophisticated design. The before-andafter design has been used in
a number of government ptibliCations describing the benefits of
social programs. The selection problem is removed since as
comparison is being made with the same individuals, i.e:, if they
were above average in employability after the program, they were
presumably above average before it The other problems still
remain, however. In fact, they become more serious for we are
now considerigg a longer period of time in which events and
maturation take place.

Probably the most serious problem in using observaiions before
and after program participation for the evaluation of social
ptogiAms is the problem of "regression toward the mean." It, is an
observed phenomenon that in large populations, which are
examined over time, those .values at- the extremes tend to move
towards the middle. To give a specific example, if we look At a
cross section of hours worked by the labor force, we find at one
extreme individuals who are employed for a fantastic 5,200 hours
a year At the other extreme are individuals who are unemployed
for the entire year If we make a cross-octional analysis of hours
employed in the following year we find the same situation. Some
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individuals are working more than .full time all the time, some

individuals are totally unemployed,. If we follow the individuals in

'-. either of these categoria, from one year to the next, however, we

will Cm& the individuals who are working the most hours in t e

first year have a greater tendency to reduce their hours of w rk

than does the population as a whole, so that their average num er

of hours worked will. fall relative 'to the population. This is not

unreasonable, for they have more hours to reduce. At the other ,

extreme, the individuals who are totally unemployed in the first

year will tend to have greater than average increases -in

employment during the
move is up.

o n d year. Again, the only way they cah

The problem n terms of the evaluation of employment-related

programs, then, is this the individual who is eligible to enter these

programs is typically at the bottom extreme of the labor force

spectrum Most of the programs require that the individual be

poor, unemployed, underemployed, on welfare, handicapped, or

otherwisg, in need in order to qualify,for program assistance. These

types of individuals are the ones who would be expected,
subsequently to have higher than average increases in their

earnings and employment because of, regression toward the mean.

Thui, when they do show increases in these variables, it is

difficult, if not impossible, to say what amount of the increases is

due to the program and what amount is due to regression, toward

the mean.

We consequently have three major problems with simple

before-and-after evaluations: the influence of extraneous events,

the mere passage of time, and reAssion toward the mean. An

-alternative formulation of before-and-aftet studies attempts to get

around some of these problems. This method, labeled the

interrupted time series, makes repeated observations before the

program and then repeated observations after the program. From

the repeated observations, some indication of the general trend

caused by maturation should bermme evident. This method should

also show some of the regression toward the mean by evening out

4. There toe other less important problems well. See Campbell and Stanley (12).
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e through which the individual is, going if a number
obs iations over a considerable period of time can be made.
Hd such repeated observations are not possible or useful in
the easel; of new entrants to the labor force who have no past
experience to judge

,
e' and reentrants ito the labor force who have

been out of the labor force r long periods of time Moreover,
this procedure may reqUire continuing observations of the
individualv over a long period' before they are allowed to gointo
the program, which is. obviously an expensive as well as
time - consuming proposition and as such probably not practical in

y instances.

other: alternative to try to, predict the expected
before-to-after change through the use of multiple regression
analysis. This procedure uses such independent variables as age to
cover maturation, and growth in the economy to try to account for
the problem of intervening- events. The assumption is then made
that the predicted earnings of the individual resulting from...the
program are net of these influenees. This method, however, will
not handle the regression toward the mean problem. Furthermore,
it is very difficult to arrive at a regression model which accurately
specifies the relationships of such variables as earnings and
employment with explanatory variables. Studies using cross-
sectional data which explain 20-30 percent of the variation in
earnings or employment are considered to be quite good. This
leaves at least 70 percent of the variation unexplained.

Comparison Group Designs.5 To get .arounda number of the
problems. involved in the before-and-after comparisons, evalna-
tion.s of social programs increasingly have attempted to use a
comparison group to represent the expected experience of the
participants in the program jn the absence of,their participation.
The key to the use of comparison groups .lies in how well they

"comparison group" any gioup Whose expected characteristics and laboi:
market Outcomes might not be identical to those of the participants in the absence of
program participation. A group which was randomly selected from the same population as
the participants but not' allowed to participate we label a control group sifice, if the
'numbers are large and the selection is truly random, they should be identical to the
participants.
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represent the een that the program patiicipants would have

had in the absence of the program. If they do not closely

approximate the expected behavior and experience, all of the
problems previously discussed 'conic into play. The easiest .way to

see this is to view all Program patticipants as black youth and the

son gropp as white primenge males, and then look at the
P.4labor market outcomes. r instance, we know that the

percentage reduction in unimploym t-among-blacks is likely to

be considerably greater in an economic upswing and their, loss of

employment considerably greater in an economic downs
Depending upon which stage of the business cycle we examine, we

would get different results from the program solely as the result of

the choice of the comparison group. Similarly, we know that black

. .youth would gain considerably more in employment from the

passage of time. Therefore, particularly rwith a before-and-afier

comparison, the-program group (the black youth) would show

greater gains than would the compariimi group of white prime age

males, regardless of what the program did for the individuals

involved. Finally, in terms of regression toward the mean, the

youths who participate .in the program are probably among the

most disadvantaged in society. They have nowhere to sti but up,

whereas the white pri me age males probably are at their peaks and

can expect declino r,45 they grow older: The differences between'

the treatment groap and the comparison groups are vital.*

Several sources have been uscc! t-6 secnrP members of

comparison group. First, evaluations of on-going programs have

used individuals who hats been applicants to the referral agency

(e.g., the Employment Service) at the same time as the program

occurred but who did not go into the program. This is not

necessarily a good comparison group because these individuals

could differ from the program participants in the following

respects: 1) they did not go into the program because they had

offers of employment or possibilities of employment which they

considered to be 19etier than they would have after completing the

program;. 2t they did not go into-the program because they did

6. To use Ca:npisell's and Stanley's (12) terminology, there are

selection and hi'ory, maturation. and regression toward t rt

-

between
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not feel that they bad the qualifications necessary to complete it,
3) they were eiduclell from the program because they did not meet
the entrance qUalifiFations; and 4) they lacked the motivation td
enter the preirrirn.. One could argue in thi first case that the
comparison group superior to the program participants aad in
the othcr three cases that they are inferior (in terms of expected
labor rhitriret outcomes). A post-program observation of both
groups should definitely expect to find some differences in their
=Pediment, att4udes. and , behavior because of these four
reasons. If a before-and-after design were used, it would be very

say what interaedontrof differenaes between the groups
,maturation and regression toward the Mean would be
but they certainly could exist because of the selection

A of situation exists for another common
m tin groupone made up of individuals who applied to

program and who were deemed qualified but who did not enter
parison group presumably is more able than that

des1 above which' includes persons who did not meet the
entrap 4trailiflcations. But it still may not be comparable since
the problems of self-selection (items 1, 2, and 4 above) or program
selectiOn, if the program took the most able of the qualified,

matn.

Other studies have selected as comparison groups people in the
n borhood who were in the same condition as the
pantts before the program. This group is one step removed

pplicants in that they presumably did not apply fot the
haps because they lacked the motivation to do' so.'

group used particularly in studies of vocational
Intl youth programs are individuals whose names arc

m the files of the high schools attended by the
nts but who do not enter the particular program. Again,

e problems of Motivation. The questions arise as to whit
actors not on the file card differentiate these individuals from
nose who entered the program and whether or not these factors

. 'would in turn lead to differences in the outcomes which are to be

obser-eii.
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In of these cases of comparison groups, one can attempt to

match them with the participant group through statisdcal control.

To the extent that the two groups differ in idultifiable

hich are thought to affect the outcome measures

and w .quantifiable, the selection procedure or regression

techniques used to take some amount of these differences.

A problem arises, in that our models of what causes the outcomes

are not well sPecified and complete and are measured with error so

that the rcireuron analyses will not measure all of tie
differenoes.' Consequently, the matching process does not
Inarantee that the participants and comparison group members

from the same population. One person may be at the top if
tribution and the other at the bottom of an overlapping,

"bution, if this is the case, they will regress to different

is a more basic problem in that we are unable to

y of the variables which we believe affect the

outcpmcs of social progrgns. For instance, motivation must he an

Important factor, but it is difficult to measure on a
before-and-after basisand impossible on a retrospective basis.
For these reasons, although they are desirable, statistical control

.methods are unlikely to solve the problems of the -comparison

group differences mentioned above,'

Random Control Grotips, The answer to these problems is4he

14114.1can aisignamcnt of plrticipation or to a

control group.- All of the persons who are qualified to enter the

program must be coniacted it»tnediateiy before the start of the

program to find out if they are still interested in entering it The

group still wishing to be considered would then be spa randomly

with only one group assigned to actually enter the program, The

second group would be given the regular services, if any, normally

available to them. it is possible that this Method could yield too

7. 1%4u 1:avian°
:evictor of the Hudi'es of coaopoiro:

hobo: or riot.the compothoo

For other topioctcho Itt Ciao
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4 nuTribtt of dacrent se-Trvtev, tz-

t.~0asistem from one location to the next. Cohcovably, we can

AVC:, A :ii.Ziol.u4:4

C.harilatiC direCIOr, bo rrtay ne.-,,t r,r,.,),$ibIt to recreate his

cliari.f.ina 411;i-dal in a humblt othcr C.c>,

MOD= rail not be n.ti v,iktc,ce-s3fui there. Yel, the tvaiuon.s c.k

not vrihe Lhe COropOnetis of the plogran: aril the. tcwons for

TuCCM4, and.(ailure. The ptogram tseat.1,4,

optrh6;

raw pioblerns cast be lwd!ed in a YarimY Of way, rtm
4.1teacting with the trt-31h... probably easicAt w handle,

One need orey exclude the r relelt-. The use of the 'post telt only
cicsigra" way a1to be usef 111 rcITIOviryi,- the 1-3.3wihome effect for

Ittpaitir,7intS, fir"t they will hot kfiow they being, evaluated,

teralS of the progtarn staff, one can try not to notify than that

evaluation is taking place, Of Ca341-.4t, thti usually ellffieilk to

do. Atternatively, one e-a.n evaluate 5tifficiefaly larRe groap of

rolecti over a on enou Period to that only a small proportion

of any given program is to be Lititplefd, This makes it extreme

difrittilt for the program staff to decide who gets special

treatment, Fel- the problem of 1411,kie4tion and creaming, one

cao tutempt to diver-iffy the t.,17,-e5 of plogram participants to be

studied." One can repeatedly evaluate fO that the program is

studied under many different conditions to account for the

problem o gentralizins bri,ord cc.; _)f e,c,onochic conditions.'

Fins*. if the is a "WO.' toe' prObittP, Ont. eari attempt to

olow-.e the opeiuor n hc r:togrant c): th$astitashle the

ntogtarn )fl tep Ci1CP rVaILLfil.0
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for the program, this may be one more-of a set of disappointme
to him which reduces his desire, motivation, and ability to
function. If this is the case, then the selecrion proses' itself must
be considered as externally invalidating the results by giving
positive bias to the measured success of the program. Therefore,
one must devise some kind of assignment process that is neutr
its effect on those who are to serve as the control gi
Unfortunately, it is very difficult to design a placebo social
Program. Since social programs are widely touted in the press and

various outreach functions, it is difficult to tell any individual
that he did not really want to enter the program because we are net
sure it would be good for him. Whereas some social programs may
not do very much for an individual, it is hard to design one which
will have no positive or negative effects and yet not be viewed as a
sham by the participants. This problem is a major issue which is as
yes unresolved in progiam.evaloation_ The answer probably lies ir
honesty. The potential clients should be told that some will not be
enrolled and that the decision will be made randonlly.

Finally, we come to :lie problem Of a lack of independence
between -the treatment group and the control group. A program
may be designed to increase employment of participants in a small
labor market area where there is only- a- limited number of job
openings. In the absence of the program. the jobs would be
distributed randomly among the unemployed, whereas when the
program does exist all job openings are filled by the program
participants and none go to the control group. In this situation the
control group is not a loos Proxy ior the experience of the
program participants the absence of the program. As

lated, in the absenc e of the program there would be random
distribution of the jobs. and some of the people who hubsequently
participated in the program would have been hired. With the
program, however, no one m the control group will he hired. In
this ease there would be an overstatement of the incremental
benefits of the program.

The !3cle_ if irderi!nrk.nre e atFO work in The opposite
direction if the benefits of pi gram participation are transferred
froM the participants to the ,-,-,ontrol group Such a situation is
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most Likely to occur when there is close contact between the

participants and control group members'. This may occur when

they all come from a small area and when the program provides

information which is easy to convey, such as how to Vaite a

eesume or the rime of an employer who is hiring. In these

circumstances there is an understatement of program benefits

because some 9f the benefits of the program will accrue to the

control group. The purpose of the control group is to show what

would have happened, in the absence of any program; if the

control group is influenced in an.4 way by the existence of the

program, it does not truly reflect tilt experience of the participants

if there were no program.

ese problems are not easy to resolve. One alternative is to

conduct the evaluation while the program is stillasmall, relative to

the labor market area. (If the evaluated program turning out a

hundred people in New York City, its impact cone job market

will be extremely small.) The evaluator, howiyer, should be aware

of the threat toexternal validity due to the lack of independence of

the experimental and control groups, and should attempt 'to

prevent'the participants from becoming such a large fraction of

the total to be hired that they overshadow the control group.

Alternatives to Random Assignment. In the situation where

random assignment is not allowed because it is believed to

interfere with the enforcement of strict eligibility requirements,

Campbell and Stanley (12) offer an alternativethe regression-

discontiquity design-. Program. operators are asked to specify all

selection criteria that they wish to use and teen to rank all

applicants by these criteria. They then follow these rankings in

selecting individuals for admission." For instance, all individuals

with incomes below $3,000 maybe admitted and all those above

excluded or all persons scoring above a grade of 50 on an aptitude

test may be entered v and those at or below 50 excluded. The

postprogram 6utcomes are then regressed separately on the

4. Exceptions v.rho
tied -..Ittiough they do not meet the criteria and persons

Wed even though they meet iteria are identified and not considered in the

evaluation,
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rankings of the two groups (e.g., incomes or test scores), If
significant differences between the two groups appear at the
cut-off point ($3,000 or a grade of 50), this would indicate that the
program had an impact, at least at that point.

There are several obvious virtues to this procedure. It allows the
program operators freedom to make all program assignments, it
does not involve any unusual effort on their part, and it can be
adapted to -many types of programs. However, it also has some
shortcomings. First, there should be no natural discontinuities in
the outcome measures. Second, the effect of the program is only
measured at one pointthe technique does not . allow a
determination of whether the program would be equally effective
for persons with incomes of $10,000 or test scores of 25. Third, if
the relationship between the selection variable and the dependent
Variable is not properly defined (e.g., a linear regression, is used
when the data are not linear), incorrect estimates may occur.
Finally the technique does not solve any of the external validity
problems discussed earlier."

Another alternative is often proposed if the evaluation seeks
only to determine which of several programs is preferable. Persons
qualified and interested in participating would be random!y
assigned to one of the programs. Recruitment would not exceed
the number of program slots and a control gre...tp that does not
enter Ay of the programs would not be necessary. Persons in each
program would serve as control group inembers for comparison
with the participants in other programs.

Notwithstanding the advantages of this type of analysis, there is
a problem in that it gives the increments in the benefits of one
program over anoth:r as opposed to the increment in the cost.
This does not yie:i; vhat it is really necessary to 1-now: some
measure of the ratios of the total benefits to the total cc, -t_s for the

15. cuidel is strongly urge0 to read Campbell (9) and Horuch and Rio:ken (4), pp.

87-116 for more discussion of the :egression-discontinuity design. For instance, it might be
raved that if the reiationt,hips C n both sides of the diszontinuity are croperly described and
ickalical, then one can estimate (..te impact of the program at points other than the
diitontinuity.
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two programs. For instance, we may find that Program A way

yield a present value of $500 more in lifetime earnings for an
_additional cost of $300 when compared to PrograM which

argues for investment in Program A rather than Program B. If,

however, Program 13 is providing a present value of $2,002 in

lifetime earnings at a cost of $100 (as compared to no program)

and Program A is providing $2,500 worth of lifetime return for a
$400 investment, we can get a return that is on the average more

than three times greater from Program B and obviously should
invest in it Only in the situation where we know the cost and

benefits of one program as opposed to no program or in that

situation where the two programs have highly comparable costs

can accurate interprogram comparisons be made.

The Choice of an Experimental Group

Of the persons assigned to the program, some will drop out
before they ever enter the program, others will enter the program

but. will leave before it is completed, and finally, there will be a

goup"of completers. Among the control or comparison group, if

there is one, no one will participate in the program. Some studies
have argued that only those individuals who completed the

program or only those people who completed the program and

made use of it should be inuded in the calculation of the

program's benefits. Such aproadure must make two assumptions

to be correct: I) the individuals who did not go into the program

and the individuals who dropped out of the program were totally

unaffected by it, and 2) these individuals did not differ in their

expected postprogram experience from the participants who

completed the program. Such assumptions probably are not

warranted.

It is quite possible that those individuals who dropped out of the

program gained some knowledge or work experience while they

participated which might subsequently be of use in the labor

market. On the other hand, while in the program they may have:

lost time searching for a job and may have missed .job

opportunities or they may have loit seniority if they had foregone

6 1
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a job in order to enter the program.. There may also be a stigma
attached to them in that employers might consider the dropouts
unstable because they did, not complete the program and not want
to hire them. The individuals who did not enter the program or
who dropped out of it also may feel rejection or lack of ability
which could subsequently affect their functioning in the labor
market as well as in 'their lives. Similarly, the program may affect
all the people ,who complete it,' not only those who make use of it.
Beneficial or negative changes in attitudes may occur among
progam participants even if they do not appear to be affected in
their employment or some similar outcome. If any of these effects
on nonentrants, dropouts, or nonusers occurred, the effects of the
program on all participants must be examined if a full accounting
is to lkachieved."

With regard to the second assumption., the control group is used
to repr6sent the aggregate experience of all who were
selected for the program. Unless- the participants are a
homogeneous group, which earlier we argued was unlikely, it will

be necessary to separate the control group into segments
corresponding to completers, dropouts, and "no-shows" in order
to make comparisons. Such a division will be very difficult since
identification of the factors which led individual participants to
complete, &op opt, or not enter will be required. As discussed
previously, our ability to measure and model such factors is my
United. For instance, some studies of employment-related
_programs show higher postprogram earnings for persons who
remained in the program lcinger. There is no good test to
determine whether this was due to their learning more from longer
participation or whether greater motivation caused them both to
remain longer and to have higher earnings.

16. This does not mean that no distinctions should be made between different t of
progrun participants. The analysis should seek to determine the differences whith exist

between completers and dropouts in order to deterrnind the necessity of seducing the

proportion of dropouts or the possibility of slio.tening courses.

6 2
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The Timing o
ent

Since the purpose of evaluation is ultimately to Affect policy

relatingao the program's operation,
there is a variety of pressures

which move toward early measurement of the impacts and costs of

the program. Policy makers and politicians. anxious for pilot

programs which appear useful to be expanded to nationwide

status, often do not want to wait for the results of the evaluation

before proceeding. Program managers want to.know which of The

alternative funding
possibilities are most profitable so that they

can make their annual allocations. Program operators want results

which will justify their program 'n the program managers and will

permit them to alter their program to make it operate more

efficiently.

Countering the-se pressures for immediate impact measurement

are the following concerns. Pilot programs need time to work out

the "kinks" in their operations. The program operators must:

I) establish a set les of procedures for treating clients; 2) hire and

train staff, weeding out those staff members who cannot perform;

3) announce the program, and attract suitable clients; and

4) operationalire the program. Undoubtedly, these steps will

requirk time before the program can operate efficiently. If the

program is evaluated before this has happened, there will probably

be a downward bias in the estimate of the program's impact." In

addition, it is necessary for sufficient time to pass after the

program treatment for the transitory effects of the program to be

dissipated. Enally, seasonal factors should be removed from the

data by allowing at least a full year to pass after treatment before

impact measurement."

For these reasons it makes sense to delay the evaluation of

programs until they ha
/permed for at least six months. Then

17. There can be an upward btas, ho

beginning.
113.1141-s is seen by using

ngrelaied traimn

easurement is made on weeks employed
during a tier aeon

Siptember, considerably
different results will be obtained than if the

for three months ending in February,

the program er its ellents at the

pee, If the
ding in
i3 made



rreasuremer+ts of program impact should not occur until one year
after the participants have left the program. Evaluations should
also be made at three or five year intervals after the program
participants have terminated to find the 114er run impacts. In all
cases, care should betaken to insure that WE' data are collected for
ruenucal time -periods tor both the CAM1111Clit4i aii i Lontroi
groups. Otherwise, problems with cyclical fluctuations may arise.
Variables such as earnings and employment should be, measured
for the entire postr ogram period as well as for the individual
years. Such measurements will demonstrate the tourl effect of the
program and changes in program effects over time,

The Choke of Reiroitp `il
Concurrent DMA Colic Lion

One can identify participants and comparison ,group members
associated with an earlier pro ram and gather information
retrospecthiely. Alternatively,. data collection occur by
identifying a group of future program particiments and control or
comparison group members and then fothering information from
or for them over succeeding periods. Theic are merits to both
procedures.

Retrospective studies provide e they do not retluirc
waiting for the postprogram period to occur before treasure
are made. This shorter elapsed tir le from the ockasion to condta.1
the evaluation to the presentation of its findings is the reason most
evaluations have been conducted in this manner. althougl) another
argument in its favor t. that there ill be no Flaw thoi'rre effect"
since the individuals and staff do not know that data will
subsequently be gathered about them. Further, retrospective data
gathering does not require that the evaltt,a.ictn be built directly into

adyance planningthe program's operation, which
unnecessary'.

Offsetting these factors, con offers
several imp_ ortant benefits. First, it is ire tssi lc to sieve control

pups in a retrospective study 'cause random assignment is
possible after the program has ended,. It should also be noted



that it will he difficult to ifflplement the ton dt'id
design on a retrospertivethasis .13A the set1ion tni ill s,-,ually

not be made explicit in norrnal program operation5, Thelefore,

retrospective stlidieS must Cort.httwa ad h,-*: ....ornpar!"on grOur

from whacevcr record t-itist This y involvo iittbstantol

difficulty ,Strice prograrns ctuun tinttinA,gt

nonparticipants and to the extent that that lists cut incomplete or

inaccurate, biases may be tritroduced. Next, data ktatheifed 4.=;;

reirospelive basis are ntuch more kdy mvolye

errori, The longer the period to he covered, Olt' MOlt itle,cly will

memory lapses. Also, studie; cltrattidiral

lerleaSitttis itrt 414
tncause perceptions of past attitude f:!:-Illteted by interveninit

tVeflti. Finally, as OrSileil clic. rCtroqw!olvc mote

likely to have irtadequatc re:sponse rates. it r: more difficult and.

-.costly to try to locate individuals alter contact rta.,?, been !,:rwered

than 10 11)4intain contact with iniiiyidtoilk,

We find the se of iugunlenti fel concur tcnt '..-,Itides .5i) he much

chestranger. in our opinion, the opportunity to uic i contwi

group or the regression distontirinity hc timc

06...cidetation love t flittCht better than

early, but inaccurate, information Also, the gre.riter ease and
lower cost of concurient Lima olleztioin rtAve much appeat

Therefore, we strongly urge its Loc.
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the8t f4COrd4 prObably will not contain any information about the

indtiaa4 after the completion of the program, the indr,idual5

'wilt have la be contacte4 or the national recorc 'necked to make

certain that none of the compati5on VOLT fiUtit.tqC131-4

participated in the program, Thee procedutr, will be both cogly

and time consunting
Alternsevely. comparison gi tally to c.,:-,nstrucioo from

among indivicluali similar .to the participan!-, who have oten

stirv'eyed in other tlictteS, StVetai siud4s oi this tyx exist

Cutrent Population Surkey, Current Population SusNCy

(CPS) in t tMews approximately 5-1,S00 how,tholds eaCh month

and approx:9111110, ;r1-0,) ,(Car.) 4.40: )Cal f1nWeboid averages

mote than two individuals over a.ge fifteen FA, that dais au

collected for more than 10C),000 people t44Ji month-. For each of

the persorts information is ccttlected on a Control Card

CPO -260, ,xdudIrr et age, -color, marital, stams. educational

-attainment, relation to household hd veteran status, number of

family membels, family :income category the preoecting 12

months, =upsilon, induttry, tocation, descripuon of housing,

and social s'cuziy 1:1044-1iNi , 4;;
girsel tel

numba, With-these data, a closely matched compaxison group

could be COrairtMed for subsequent contact, If data are desired on

the earninp and income Pfithese individuals and their work

experience during the p4 iu calendar year, the surveys

concluded in Februari, March, and :April of each yor gather this

information. Approximately 50,000 households are asked both

earnings and work experience questions, which allows for the

integration of the two is of data.

Two problem are involved in the ti.le of 1,e- data, The first

oni:rrns access to the rtriponclent-5-, Ia l m the p.zns whcz

have participated in the program under the eta security

numbws of the possible CPS survey .compar item group -members

au!tt 'lace to be compared with any national listings for the

program, which technically would not he difficult if the social

security numbvs can be obtained, 'T-he Census Bureau which

conducts the CPS, howc.et. rnust prtitct U tdent;ty of the

rtison,5, if intovorws. U rius a1 h integrity of the
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CPSto collect data on labor force
u would have to agree either to

include: questions ocs tits regular CPS surveys or to conduct special
surrreysafter the households left the CPS interviewing cycle. Such

appears unlikely given the legal and other constraints
Buseau.

oblern involves the question of sample size. It
ibk to secure a large comparison group where

on many characteristics. it would also be
samples to match groups who corn

a Il p rf of the population. Ibis problem takes on major
proportions where matching on the basis of the individual's work

e is needed (&s it will be for most social programs since
primarily with the unemployed) and where the CPS

earnings and employment data are also to be used for dependent
variables. The work experience questions are asked in February
and April and theAincome questions are asked in March. Data on
these vaiiables for the preceding year (year.. I), are available for
approximately 50,000 households. If. however, the dependent

for tli: foil .wing ycx () n -Tx'I.). data car'. br'
secured for the 25,000 households who are in the CPS sample for
the second time (in year t + 1). Furthermore, subgroups may be
difficult to find since persons unemployed at some time during a
year codstitute only a small propOrtion Of the non-institutional
population 16 years old or over (20 percent in 1975, which had the
highest postwar unemployment). The existence of such problems
can be i ound by oonaptu-ing the size of particular subgroups in the
CPS with the minimum number of comparison group members

ed. Because of its large size, however, the CPS should
provide the necessary comparison group in most cases when fine
breakdowns are not necessary.

Social Security Administration CWHS Data. The Social
Security Administration maintains a special file called the
Continuous Work History Sample (CAVHS), providing a I per ,./it
sample of individuals who have applied for social security
numbers. Information available for these persons includes age,
sex, race, covered earnings, and employer industry and location



for,eae" h quarter With covered employment. The use-of these data

to form comparison groups involves several problems. First, the

CWHS .tapes do not contain identification of individuals,
although they permit linkage with tapes from the Security

Administration through 'common case numbers. Some form of
accommodation would have to be worked out with the Social
Security Administration if social security numbers are to be

compared with program participants to make sure that the

indiyiduals in th tial comparison group have not been

program too. Also, since the CWHS contains only a

limited set of information, matching on these variables may not be

sufficient to ielect a truly comparable group. Important variables

such as education, marital status, health, existence of other forms

of tialping, and family income are absent., Moreover, it would be

impossible to sepze this infOr Lon directly since the individual's

address is not a part of the record. Finally, the only dependent

variables which could be examined using this source of a
comparison group are the .information on earnings, number of

quarters of covered employment, and industry and location of
enriploier. While the information on earnings is a key measure of

the success of employment-relited programs, the shortcomings of
the Social Security CWHS data would appear to limit severely its

usefulness as a source of comparison vows. As was-discussed

above, however, social security records are the best source of

earnings for long term follow -ups of comparison groupi

selected front er sources.

National Longitudinal Surveys. Four groups of five thousandl

individuals have been surveyed regularly since 1966-68 in

program- spcinsored by the Employment and T ni str

tion of the U.S. Department of Labor. The fOur g ps are males,

between 14 and 24 when first interviewed, females in the same age

group, women initially between 30 and 44, and men 45 to 59 at the

first interview. The samples are nationally representative, and

there is a three to one oversarnpling of nonwhites. In additicina

cohort of 13,000 youth between the ages of 14 an4 21 began in

1979. This- ssmple inct14.4.es ova; representation of blacks,

Hispanics, and the poor.
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The survey: include a wide range of infoimation about each
ndent, eluding age, sex, race , marital status, number of

ndeuts, family income, education and training
experience, earnings and income ok' the individual and_ spouse
during the preceding 12 months, current labor force status, health,

assets, family pacicground., mobility, and psychological measures.
In addition, them data are provided on longitudinal basis so that

substantial prior ulfOrnation on the (:.imparbori group members

would be availe-lle. Finally, tre d tta ate readily accessible and
extremely' well duce - flirt

There a-re Aso problems in using ,..bese data to select cornparis
groups. They can only be used for the sex and age groups that they

include. Even for these gimps theie may not be enough sample
Members in small categories of the population. Next, if the
depended variallles are to be taken from the survey, the periods of
work experience and earnings for the program participants must
be the same as for the comparison` group. The surveys have not
been conducted in each year Furthermore, the data in_ the
longitudinal surveys are collected in specific months and the
program participants must also be' interviewed in theie months to
be strictly comparable. Also, the social -security numbers of the
potential comparison group members wOuld h &ve to be checked

against the national lists to remove those persons who had

participated in the programs. Finally, it is not clear whether these
cohorts will continue beyond the early 1980s.

Due to-the problems involved in the use of each of these sources
of comparison group data, we recommend that they be used only

when there is no alternative or as a supplement to other
comparison groups. Limitations on the ability to match them to
participants, in the methods of data collection, and in the type of
information they contain create many threats to internal validity
and Make their exclusive use hazardous.

Data tapes may be pur hosed from the Center for Human:Resource Research, The

Ohio State University, at cwt.
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Choice of Independent Variables for Analysis

TO' conduct an evaluation of social programs, it is necessary to

measure the relationships between the program impacts Athe
dependent variables) and a variety of independent variables,
including the personal characteristics of participants, the program
components, and the conditions under which the program.
operate.

Personal independent Variables. These independent variables
are particularly relevant for comparing program participants with
the members of the control or comparison group to discover
Whether differeffces exist between the groups which may affect the
program impacts. It is necessary to include in the analySis as many
variables as possible iwhich are correlated with both program
participation and the dependent variables. However, most
relevant dependent variables with which evaluations of employ-
ment-related programs deal are functions of more than one
independent variable. To omit some variables in the analysis may
lead to distorted conclusions due to correlation or interaction
among these variables and those independent variables which are
included in the analysis.". Tne analyses should treat all of the
independent variables simultaneously.

The use of simple cross tabulations to isolate such relationships
is inadequate in most cases. For instance, the effects of race, age,
education, and skill level on earnings are all interrelated. Yet each
of these effects should be distinguished. To cross tabulate by all of
these variables would involve so many cells that the sample would

have to be enormous. In addition, theables would be so large as

to be unmanageable. Therefore, multivariate techniques should be

used in the evaluations to discover- and test the statistical
significance of any relationships which are observed. Multiple
regression and correlation techniques can be performed With a
much, smaller . sample than cross tabulations and permit easy
interpretation of the findingi.

4
26. For q brief discussion of this proplern. Sec ui
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Evtiluations should examine the effects of the programs on
groups of participants for uther reasons too The analyses should
determine whether or not a particular program will benefit Certain
target groups for whom the .programs are designed, as well as find
which programs serve the groups' best. For most employment-
related programa, independent variables should be included in the
analysis to represent different groups with high percentages
among the poor and the unemployed, such as blacks,
Mexican-Americans, Indians, the handicapped, teenagers, the
aged, school dropout's, ex-convicts, welfare. and unemployment
insurance recipients, and veterans. The degree of success should
be measured for such characteristics of the program participants
as age, sex, race, ethnic group; number ofdependents, family size,
education, etc. Many of the relevant personal characteristics are
listed in Table 3-1.

It is also necessary to treat personal characteristics in the
evaluation in order to improve the efficiency of the programs.
Programs walleye varying results for different types of people.
The personal variables in Table 3-1 can also be used to determine
which indiv 'tads get the greatest benefits from each program, and
individuals can be assign-0 so that th," success of each program is

maximized. The attitudinal variables in Table 3-1 may be
particularly useful for these purposes.

This assignment process may be in conflict with the desire .o
.benefit certain target groups, however, because these groups
receive lower 'hen_ efits than do other workers from all of the
programs. In this case, knowledge of which programsserve which
groups best will still be useful because It still will be more efficient
to allocate the target groups to those programs where they receive
the largest benefits. If there are.still program slots, the individuals
who would have the greatest expected benefits would be enrolled.
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grdm Component haven t Variabirm hint loci
programs consist of a set of activities, and many
common to several programs. ft would be eat=
modifying estisuna programs ind-in the planning of new p ogr ams

to know which of the components are most effective for various

types of participant& It would also be desirable to
Toinformation on the best combinations of eonxieentb. To the

the length and nature of the components stnplled to

tctividtt diiffet within or between the programs, multivariate

can be used to identify effective components. 1.f
*amine programs. which include a variety of

comPgoents and where kite length of the components vary they
should include as independent= variables the monist of each
service performed in a program (this will usually be expressed in

ours span per participant) and, if paiiiblef a rstC0-3LISV of

Exo n dent VattattIttc Employmenrociated social

programs also differ in their effectiveness depending on the

characteristks o don and the CirCLITSUILICS in which they

operate. Among potential factors affecting program MVOs are

level of unemployment, growth in employment, average earnings,

and the &loot* .7!!"71 whfrh the !wolfram

occurs. e size and nature (farm, mai, depressed, etc..) of the

'""'?1 its which.the pfbgram ours and the degree of discrimination

the area might also be included. The type of skill. the demand
for workers with Iht given skid, and the everage earnings of

persons with that skill would be important if th program involves

training for specific skills. These variables should be included in

the analysis as indenendent variabks to determine under what

conditions the programs are most_ eifective and which program,

are most effective under particular conditions.

Deterealtisa Proper Program Slie-;-Mtworieg at the Margin

A basic question hich,the evaluation should answer 15 "What

should be the 'phis ize?" (including the possibility that the

answer may' be /hill program ju affled): ideally,' the



pralctn would pro
&Jived from t e program at !aril possib .

al xy, Thi decision maker could Oleo compare prop- and
allocate his e!apetistituret to tbe level of azthity to: each
which would imatintl?-7. f'Netouti Willi) On the total ripenditure-

o dothis, ht would allozste his resources so that each, additional
dollar wILS spent on the program which yielded the greatest return
for that dollar, given the distribution of previous eXpenditUfe3.

Iodate, howese, ievalu.ations of employmern.relared prograsn3
Nave not presenteti.these data. Rather, average benefits have been .

calculated for a program at fixed levels of trfOgraM 44.-tivity', In
order ro_malte program size dilations, wars of these have
had massif= that the average benefits of different proper have
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of data on outcon;es.. This should enhance the rc-,car!Llter's hility
to locate subjects for follow-un purposes fl-us e of certain
drawbacks associated ach of these methods, however, t.he
bidder 4 expected to discu s! awl lend the rationale for and t he
intolic:minns ,..)? his preft-,7! ;-rnr-)1c-or.:1-L con

alternative. Optional approach, c.:xefully ,:on5icleNd and

argue, nn ay be proposed.

The purposA of havinç . a deveinnmen.. phrtse o wol-r;,, Tiee

vthet a methodology for measuring the independent effects of
counseling can be developed, Thus the offices selected for

star.dar.t, car:

to define an adequate level of counseli4. program effort. if it is

not possible to devise a 1110115 of detecting differences in outcomes
between the experimental and controi groups within "exemplary"
offices (i.e., those meti,tig, certain standards used to define
counseling quality), it would Make little sense to undertake a
fuil.scale evaluation .sarnple would include Offices which
!ail TO mert. those ba.sic standards.

ale, at the proent apprOXI4Y !OCai ES

offioes throughout the country- Of these, aboi 500 have staffs of
20 or -more and employ at least one full time counselor. Thr
sample of "exemplary" offices to be :included in the research

shbuld be drawn from a universe of approximately 150 offices
Wilich have courist hng °grams I hiw: Sped fi ed standards of

adequacy. The I.X7/1,.4.44.11 review the propriateness of the actual

st: s:r.lads for sax plc selection- proposed by the bidder,

he experimental graups shoulo he drawn iron) iocai °filet
applicants "needing" (as defined in the E57iNnual) and receiving
counseling services. The comparison groups should he drav-..f7 from

local office applicants "nee-ding" but --)1 receiving counseling

services.

As a summary checklist, p:o-postik are expecte.t, as a t
to dtscuss the .following .'octitiodologie.ai S5

Co whether the research will bc c...ricd out on a

concurrent or irC: ospc

nirtiu



(2) procedures for vlecting the offices to be sarnpled

, and criteria rr sci,::ting the applicant groups for

inclusion in dlr. .',i-' -les;

(3) pmblerns out; .,i {.)ulc: expect to encounter in 0ng .1.A)
17L-tvven and arnong the

experrmenL.: anu czryn.troi/comparison groups, and

-, he meth,. !III!? ,,,v0. be used to deal with such

problems; and

(4) the sources of data tu ,A: xtlectcd, :Ind the timing of

data collection. .



Chapter 4

THE COSTS
OF SOCfAL PROGRAMS

No program provides its benefits free; somethin, trt be given
up in order to derive them. Resources which are dt., o,ed to social
programs cannot be used to produce other goods and services.
Society, by devoting human `resources to conduct training
programs for painters, loses the se-vices of the instructors as
painters, as auto assemblers or even as college professors, to use a
few examples of some of the aiternatiVe production which may be
forsaken. Thus, the costs of social programs should be considered
to be their opportunity coststhe value of the alter benefits
which are foregone because of the programs.

Estimating Opportunity Coos

It is usually impossible, however, to identify what benefits are
foregone and to place a value on them, especially for large social
programs. For instance, what production would be lost if society
chose to require all students to have an additional year of high'
school? What potential. output did society give up by providing
medical services to the poor and old under Medicaid and
Medicare? Ccinsequently, because of the measurement ptoblems

__the opportunity cost is often assumed to equal (or at least be
proportionate to) the market price of the resources which go into
the program. This -IsSurription rests on competitive roirket theory
which states; that in-a mrlectly competitive market, each marginal

9



of production will be paid an amount equal to the value of

ptaduct in its present and next best alternative use Thus, in

perfect competition Ow amount paid for procIncing a product will

reflect the value of the opportuaities foregone. (This means that

instructors in the painting program example will be paid an

amount equal to the value of ,heir output in their next best

occupation, say, Ja.. na'a

There are many problems with the application of this theory.

Social programs do not usually operate in situations of perfect

competition. Most social programs involve governments purchas-

ing resources which do not t, the large, well-defined competitive

mark-etc with many alternative buyers. For example the number

of purchasers of educational buila.ags and pawner:I is quite

limited in most geographic areasthere are usually only a few

school districa and proprietary schools: In addition, the

government is not a profit-maximizer. -(One of the many

assumptions of perfect competition is profit-maximization by at'

parties.) Therefore, the government may pay economic rents to

the owners of resource 7,, i.e., the government pays more than is

necessary to attract those resources from alternative uses. One

such example might be the hiring of unemployed workers for

public service employmeek. Even though the alternative uses of

these workers may be very limited, ihegovernment usually pays at

least the minimum wage and possibly a considerably higher one,

The social program expenditure in this case can include a form of

transfer payment as 4,vel1 as an expenditure to cover the

°pea), tunity cost.

001f"' des :ations from the feet competition model

y power, externalities, and non r,arginal purch T n

,C JA C -E.'les the sellers of resa_:ces may possess rnor opoiy power

m to obtain economic rents from those operating

pi exarnp!e might be the imposition of

cegUlatiOrlY g the staff of a program to be residents of tIa

area in which the program is operated_ This may severely Jim:. the

number of pro _s and allow them ,0 gain salaries above

:heir opportunity costa



In the case of extern `-',A..".:0Qa t paid to the resource will

no' reflect the true opportunity cost for society because of
unmeasured or unattributable costs. An example of sudi an
externality is the situation where participants in a social program
forego employment in order to attend. I acre may be persons vvl'-o
would otherwise be unemployed or employed at lower paying

positions ,that L. able to fill the jobs left vacant by the
participants. Society in this case loses the output of the program
participants bu gains the output of the secondary groups. Overall
there may be no net loss to society.' Alterwitively; if the program

involves work experience or on-the-job training, a program
participant may be displacing sorneon:' 41st who would have been

doing this wdrk.,tf this .nd displaced nerson becorros

unemployed (or causes someone else to become unemployed), ate

output of the p.ograrn participant should not be included in its

entirety as a negative cost in calculating the costs of the program

to society.'

Finally, there are cases where the purch -,es made for social

programs are r large that they affect the ice of the resources

purch. In these oonmarginal cases the problem is
,,vnether the opportunity cost of the resources is equal to their old

price, the new price, or a price between the two.

Even with these problems, howe ver, the opportuni.v
assumed to be reflected by the costs of the resources involved. This

occurs because no alternative method of valuine for one

opportunities offers a better . l l is nece,sary to be

cognizant of the possible shortcom:iig. of :his appco,. it, however,

and to make adjustments when appr.)priate. (The o.ijustment is

°fon referred to a "sluid)w-pr, matemak

1. SiMilar{y, -.II not ritn..c.la:11-) tars, :ctenkIn sir pAy sn

trars.sfer ptsysbe tF: u'euwh p,r, les, :,red R\--roc more
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what the ,e would /1.ive been had a competitive market costa

for the f the resource.) Also, luckily: the problems are not

severe wit .inployment-related social program- gts in other at

!kiost resources loe bought to relatively open market..

Listing at Coons of Erno10i-tient-ft Pr grams

Obviously, it is imp,ortain to
being foregone, We may have the situation where the party who is

doing the giving up is not the same as the one v.:ho i :tag the
opnefits. One of the common mistakes of program

evaluation is to ignore the costN ncu pamo other than the

kovernment,

Soriely, individu:11 prodin
mnent rinv, be rewired to give up resources for use in

the programs. /n ;ome
rc,otit-Qc,., will mean

foregone opportunities lor more than one group For example,

salaries of program administrators will be coo-, for society a.s. welt

Ior the government. there will 4ilso be CC!, foregone which

wbh be costs for some groups but will be gains for ,-her

tiflS- I'or example. gover::,writ allowance payments to pro,. im

rtioprints Or reiniburerlie:AN pod ;o employers yoU he for

the go c irk. b. ,.!:1 recht,. the cost. of the
pouts and the firms ink [11 Therefore, we agam

present separate hstk tor each pit:

A. Cosi S FOR Sr

Society's costs for operating so, prosrams g..-0;1-1,i of the real

e-oi)rkre,, .ad !,etv;ccs a-- Asti merely ttimh) which are

used no by the program 1,0: 11A%'(
wed to otiwi

had the pmoetut not eorr Transfers

c.00ds and c;
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Thus, to measure many of the costs requir s knowledge of what
auld have happened to the program participants had they not

participated. The -best way to get this knowledge is to use a control
group which is randomly selected from persons willing and able to
enter the program. Only this group will give an internally valid
estimate. Thus if the costs are to be as accurately estimated as
program outcomes, the same type of control group must be used
to Measure both. If projects are selected for evaluation when
funded, this will permit the same control groups to be used to
measure the costs and impacts of a progi-qm.

Fize.Use of Control Croupx. groups should be use
provide information for three types of cost estimates. The first is
the loss incurred while the participants are in the program. While
participating in the program, individuals usually arc not engaged
in what they normally would otherwise be doing- Therefore,
participation in, the program may lead to losses , after tax
earnings, unemployment compensation. or v,elfare paymQnts'biv
the individuals;, potential production by society; and taxes by,

government. The experience ,of the control group, during\the
course, however, should not tie affected by the program. (This
assumes that the program is not large enough to affect the en
labor market.) Therefore, the difference between the contr
group's and participants' after tax earnings, unemployment
compensation. welfare payments. production, and taxes will show
the losses actually incurred beeAust. of participation in the

program.

The second use of control groups is to determine how much of
lie governmental services received by the participants would not

have been received if there had been no program. Earlier we
discussed Employment Service job referral services which are
normally used by many of the persons who enter employment-
related programs. Similarly, when welfare recipients enter such
programs the counseling they receive in the program may merely
replace counseling they would have received from a case worker,
Therefore, it is important that information be collected on the
amount and nature of all governmental services received by both
the participants and the control group. If this is known, the latter
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can be subtracted from the former to find actual increment in
services which result from a program. Then, only the cost of this
increment id services should be compared with the benefits v ich
were calculated as the differences between the two groups.'

Finally, the control group can be used to rneasurethe increment
program-related expenditures by the participants. Some

programs require that the participants incur expenses for travel,
instfuetional materials, uniforms, living expenses and meals away
fp:a home, et; Some Of these expenditures represent added costs
elf program pkrticipation; others may not, however. if an
individual would have been taking the bus to work instead of
taldng,it to a training center were he not in a program, there may
be no additional ,cost of transportation resulting frorh the
program. To arrive at this conclusion it is necessary to know the
expenditures associated with the program by the partiMpants and
the expenditures on these items by the control group.

If it is not possible to have a control- group, the same
iriformatiOn shOuld be gathered for a comparison group. All of
the same internal validity problems would occur in the
measurement of costs as were discussed with reference to benefits
in Chapter 3. Therefore, once again we strongly reecinimend that
control groups be used.

Measuring Costs for Other Family Members. In addition to the
control group, measurements should also be made for other
persons who might be affected by the program. One group.which
is very likely to be affected is the participant's family. For
instance, if participation lowers the earnings of the participant,
the slack may be taken up by another family member who accepts
a temporary job that he would not normally have taken. Such
changes could be discovered by comp,`.ring the work experiences
dttring the program not only of the participants and members of
the control groups, but also of their respective families.

5. 7 he i iplicit.aSsurnption in the use of a control group to m easure the increment in

services is that the levil of service provided by the program being evaluated does not ter

the amount of service provided by other programs. In terms of the examples, the funding of
additional Vocational Rehabilitation programs should not reduce the amount Of the
Employment. Ser.icv or public assistance case worker aid provided to the control group.



%cearately Measuring the Costs

Government accounting systems are designed on an appropria-

tions basis and not on the basis of incremental costs. Typical

governmept cost accounting says that allything paid out in the

name of a program is a cost of that program. As a result, many

items are improperly charged- to a program while other costs are

ignored. Some specific examples of these problems follow.

Proper Program Assignment. The costs of functions performed

for a program sometimes are not charged 'to that program. We

have already discussed the example where one operator of a

program may devote staff time to job development, while another

may use Employment Service (ES) staff to carry out the same

function. Under present accounting procedures, these costs are all

assigned to the program in the former case and all assigned to the

ES in the latter. Yet the same services are being petformed for the

program participants in the two areas. Other examples of costs

that are often improperly assigned are remedial education, which

is sometimes provided by the local school systems; the use of

school buildings and equipment for training programs; the time

spent by various public officials preparing project proposals; and

the value of the services of persons on loan from business to the

government or of volunteers.' Therefore, in these and many other

situations one must go beyond the costs directly assigned to a

program in order to include the costs of all of the additional

services provided because individuals participate in a program.

Similarly, if eXpendittires Etat assigned to one program but in

fact are made in part for other programs, only a portion of their

costs should be included. for instance, equipment purchased for

one program subsequently may be used for others. (such as

machines bought for a training class which are subsequently used

in other classes or for vocational education purposes), or persons

who are hired for one project may also be used on other projects.'

6. Valuing they opportunity cost of volunteers' time is especially difficult because the

volunteers may using leisure time A truly satisfactory method for assigning a dollar

value to leisure h yet to be developed. Presumably, it is at least as valuable as the income

the - individual etuld earn were
he employed. (if leisure is less valuable, he ,routri go to

work.)
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Inclusion'of All Costs. All of the costsaaf a program should be

measured. Yet, there arc several items frequently overlooked. The
first, the value of public facilities provided free of charge was
discussed above. While the use of these facilitieg does not
represent an outlay of funds, there are still costs involved. Most
equipmeritwill wear out-with use, and its use by social programs
will accelerate the need for replacement or repair. Therefore, the
depreciation of this equiPinent should be calculated and included
iri the costs of the programs. This will be 'Particularly important
for the often quite expensive instructional equipment used in
vocational training courses.

Even for buildings that will suffer little from the additional
wear, there are still costs associated with their use by social
programs. Other activities may be displaced. For instance, if a
vocational high school is used for CET, training, vocational
education classes may have to be held elsewhere or may not be
held at all. Both of these alternatives will involve costs. Similarly,

even when an abandoned army base is used as a Job4Forps camp,
there are costs if the property could have been sold or leased' to
private industry. Thus, to measure the true cost of these facilities,
they should be valued at their market rental value.

The administrative cost of social programs is another category
typically underreported. There is a large administrative overhead
connected with each program. Many of these-items are included in
the outline above. The time that civil servants at the national and
regional levels spent on, planning the original program, budget and

proposal approval, project review and monitoring, program-
connected evaluation and research, fiscal appropriations and
accounting, and on all other administrative duties involved in
prcigrarn oPeratiOn at these levels. should be ,considered. Ideally,

the time spent by all government,workers from the Secretaries of
Health, Education and Welfare and Labor on down, shouldbe

apportioned among progrhms and among particular projects, if

possible. Greater attempts should be Made to approximate the
iservices provided in each of these categories since they represent

sizeable costs which presently are excluded from most ca-

lations.

100
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Calculating Marginal Costs

Another important concept for measuring both impacts and
costs is -that they should be measured at the margin. Social

programs ate evaluated for the most part in order to say whether

they should be expanded or contracted rather than whether they

should be maintained at their present size. or eliminated.
Therefore, what is needed are the benefits and costs associated
with various changes irr their size. For instance, what wi= be the

difference in total berieflis and costs of adding an additional
person to a class or an additional 10,000 participants to a
program? Often the cost of adding extra participate ., is
c'onsiderably below the average cost for an existing program. For
example, adding one person to a lecture-style class is almost

costless, in most cases, since the classroom and instructor are
already; committed. The result is a declining cost curve .such that

the marginal cost is considerably below the average cost and the

benefit-cost ratio at the margin is much higher then it is on the

average (assuming constant benefits). Yet, generally only overall

costs and benefits are .considered and not those at the margin.

Only if the ratio of average-benefits and costs is proportionate to

benefits and costs at the margin for all programs will average
\icaleulationsof benefits and costs be accurate guides for making

program decisions.. The problem, however, is how to measure
benefits and costs at the Margin.

One way of looking at the problem is in terms of the total
national program. If it has had a long history and has operated at

a-number of different sizes there may be a sufficient total number

of points to ,construct a total cost curve; the first derivative of that

curve will yield the marginal cost of the program. One can

similarly calculate marginal benefits. This procedure requires a
number of different studies over a broad range of -program sizes

and the real world operation of social programs does not lend

itself to this type of analysis because most of the programs have

recently, been developed or modified.

Another method ofcalculating marginal cost is based upon how

much it costs to add additional individuals to particular projects,
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In this situation, projects are the unit of observation. Arraying
projects by sip g and cost per project will show the marginal cost of
adding individuals to projects. This can be done more formally by
regressing proje.ct cost on project size to calculate the marginal
cost as was done by Somers and Stromsdorfer (32). This
procedure, however, has a potential limitation stemming from the
possible correlation between the size of the program and the labor
market conditions in which it exists. Thus, a program of 500 in
Nei, York City may yield costs that are quite different from a
program of 500 in a small teiwn.

Art extension' of the regression technique was used by Hardin
and Borus (17) when they regressed total cost,,on the size of the
project in terms of total enrollees, the nutnber of sections of the
course, the number of weeks it ran, and the number of hours per
week. This analysis was designed to show not only the effects of
increasing the number of enrollees but also the posSibleeffects of
changing other components of the magnitude of the program. In
this analysis it was found that it was somewhat cheaper to increase
the number of enrollees per section than to lengthen the course or
expand the number of sections, at least in ille instructional cost
area.

Joint Costs

Joint costs exist when the use of resources produces more than
one type of output. The classic example is the raising of sheep to
Produce both mutton and wool. In this situation, once the sheep
have been raised for wool there is no additional cost to raising
them for mil ton. Or alternatively, once raised for mutton there is
no addition 1 cost to having them produce wool. The question is

ource is to be used for one of these purposes, should."When a'r
any cost b asfizned to the other purpose?" For example;
machinery bought for use in a vocational education clan 3 often

''used in a CET- A training program. SOrne people have argued that
since the primary use of. the equipment is in the vocational
education programs and it has been purchased for that purpose,
there is no need to charge any costs to the training program since
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the marginal cost of that item is zero. While such logic is true for

the sheep's wool and mutton, it is not true for the type of iten,

being discussed in most social programs. This is demonstrated by

identifying the oppottUnity costs involyed. The use of the machine

in vocational education courses does not prevent it from having an

opportunity cost in Alternative uses at other times. Presumably, if

the machine was not being operated during the training program,

it would be available to someone else who might rent it Simikiily,

public buildings used for social programs have separate ..

opportunity costs for each period that they are used so their rental

value in these uses needslo be calculated. There appear to be very

few cases where social programs actually do use existing facilities

Which do not have some alternative use, and hence a cost which is

indistinguishable. from the social program use. Social -programs

are, fortunately, not like sheep.

Examining the Costs of the First Program Participants

The cost of a particular program_will vary, depending on when

in the curse of the program's development the memurement is

made. As with most businesses, the costs of social programs will

decline as their scale_ and life increase- A program will have

relatively high costs per participant when it is being developed and

the number of participants is small. Program staff will be engapd

in training personnel, establishing boctkkeeping systms, writing

proposals, experimen:ing with program ideas, sod similar

organizing func"ions. As the program becomes more established

-and experien,:e is gaine,i, less time will be spent on t'; activities

aadmore rime call 1-.z. devoted to providing service, i._,:reasing the

number Or pEtric pants, and reducing unit casts. While the

benefits Elk :tot .:hange with program size,' it is almost certain

that the prograrn will change. Therefore, the time period in

which the, cos.,. cif ogram are measured will be crucial,

particularly at the oegimfing of a program.

`1. It is possible 4- at be tefit leVels will also the program develops. This could

occur it, as the progain operators devote mole time to providing services, the quality of

such services as training improves.
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To resolve the problem for a new program, we suggest that the
benefits of the first program participants should be related to the
costs for later participants in the program.' While this would cause
the costs assigned to the first group of program participants to be
below those actually incurred, it would give a better indication of
the long run costs of the program after it has become more
established. Moreover, it would not lead to any delay in evaluation
since, as has been mentioned, the success of the participants
should not be measured until one year after they leave the
program:

_
data still should be gathered at the start of the Program to make comparisons

with later cost figures, to find the extent of decline in costs with increases in the size of the

program, and Jr O administrative purposes.
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N'10110'wing table lists the costs of a vocational education program run jointly by a school system

Ind employers* Under this program students study half of the day in the school and tin learn a trade in

an employer's establishment, At the top of each column ari the parties who might incur the costs, Placca

plus (+) in the box if positive costs arc incurred, a minus () if negative costs are incurred (A, if the

party receives resources instead of losing them), and a tem (0) if there are no costs to the party,

Type of Expanse

I iipcatlenel School Expensas

A. Personnelsalary, fringe benefits and value of

payment in kind ir -!10 to

1: Teachers, group loadors, and other 'typsof

instruclors

2. Adminigratora

(principal, secretaries, etc.)

3, Other institution personnel

(janitors, tool crib keepers, food workers, etc:I

4: Administrators outside the institution

(planners, edministotors of the prqgterti it the,

regional and national levels) ;

Parties Paying Costs

Society Governme t Employers Studente
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The Podunk Vocrtionai ebabilitation office has encountered a
prelbleme Clients have not n keeping appointments for weekly

co sessions or have been showing up late. This has meapt
f have perlods_vinten they are not being used while they

d at other times.

Dr. Judy, the office director, calls a staff ming to discuss the
problerth She eRplains that having counselors idle is both
inefficientand costly. She proposes that clients be scheduled for
appointments only at 8:00 A.M and 1:00 P.M. When they come

in they will each receive a number'and Wait until their number
called. The system will be first come-first servedso that those who
do not want to wait,Will come in promptly when the office opens at
8 00 A.M. or reopens after lunch at 1:00

Mickey, one of the Counselors, argues that such a system is

not desirable because it is unfair to the clients and the office

.reeention area will be crowded and noisy. Instead, she says the
off-tea should copy the airlines arid "overbook." Counselors can
riorina see iwoelients an hour. To reduce untried time for no

shows hree clients should beSail...fluted for each hour's time tir
Tents appear, requiring 90 minutes instead of 60

nines; those schtoiuled for later appointments will have to wait.
Judy asked 'Qtat Would happen- to clients still waiting at 535.0

P. S. when the office closed. Would they be 'rescheduled for
another day?" Ms- Mickey thought they should be seen that day
with the cotillselor receiving ovel time ptey, vett:J.:4 by Dr,

Judy because it wcadd break the office budget. Mr :-= Fish,
representing the clients, argued that the whole discussion was
malting a mouAtaln out of a molehill. He noted the building,
lights, heat, and staff would all be there and paid for whether
there were ten or one hundred clients scrvcd on a particular day.
Therefore, it was no more costly to keep the present system than

either of the proposed solutions.

What ern the, of each of the three one ives? Explain

which one you choose and why w



t chapter
VIIMNIOTHEilitigASURES

PROGRANITHVI-PAPT,,
AND COST

data gathered for evalu i bons of social programs should
provide the information to answer four types of questions,
1) Should a particular program be continued? 2) Which of several
alternative programs ,should bg qxpanded or contracted? 3) in
what Ways can changes in the comtonents of a particular program

d to improved effiCiency? 4) What programs _best serve
groups -of individuals? The, 'data 'discussed in the

previous chapters will provide the answers to these questions.
'Before such answers can be obtained', howeverp several technical
decisions mustsbe.made. These include: how to handle potential
impacts which occur after measurement, how to treat impacts and
costs which occur over time, and how to handle externaleffects
and seconder impacts.

Tr ttlllg Future hnpacts'

Social programs May affev the participants for the remainder
of their lives. Therefore, to accurately assess all'of the impacts of
these programs'it would be desirable to wait Until all persons in the
program have died.' Obviously spch a suggestion is ludicrous. The

1. We coricentrate on questiono refacing o knows since v,e have deflned,a11
which occur atm the proparn ai impsets and those which occur:potitiv

dufng eprn a as c 5.. NV:to orate impacts after he program should involve positive

inter I effem an even longer period of



purpose of program evaluation is to make policy'-druision.s on

whether the program should be continued, and if so., in whai form

and for whom. The deciaion maker cannot wait thirty to seventy

years before he makes a judgment. We have suggested that the

measurement of impacts should occur one year after the

program's conclusion, with subsequent follow-ups. This will

require estimating what impacts will occur after these measure-

it are made. Such estimation requires two sets of prokations:

how will program impacts change over time and boy/ lonaWill the

impacts_ lit?

How the ImpactsMO Occur dyer Time. It is conaeivable that

the impacts of an employment related program. might are v,

Main constant, or decline as time passes. They rn4ht grow to the

extent that the individual participating in the program is placed on

an entirely new and higher job ladder that he would not have

attained in the absence of the program. A. good example here"

would be the vocational rehabilitation program which provides

artificial limbs. Most of thia program's elients would have little

expected earnings during the rest of their lifetimes in the absence

of extensive prosthetic treatment, physical therapy, and vocational

trainingiWith the training and the posthetic devices they are able

to function, at least partially, in ihe employment world and to

receive the earnings increases most people usually receive as they

build seniority.
Alternatively, -one can see situations where the effect of a social

program might be to shift the individual up one runk tin a ladder

' above where he would have been in the absence of the program but

move trim no furthc. instance, an upgrading program within.

a plant might take a sani-skilled machine operator and train him

to be a machinist. (lice he achieved the machinist status, however,

his percentage increase in wages would not be very different from

those paid to a machine operator.' .

. Even -hen: howevet. the individual will have increasing berw fts over Hutto In an

triolute SaLS4 baause the pereentage wage increases are calculated on a higher base; that

percent increase on a V.00/hour ba.se would give anextra ten cents an hour, wham

peretTit lithe for someoneearning #3.00/hour would yield ritutn cents an hbUr.
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finally, there may be a situation where the impacts of the

program decline as time passes. This may be due either to
obsolescence of the skill and training provided or to the fact that

other avenues of advancement would have opened to the program
cipants had the program not existed. Examples of the former

case are a number of err ploytnent-related programs which have

provided training for jobs with specific employers or training in

the use of particular types of equipment. The person who has been'

trained for the. needs of a specific employer may find when he

leaves that employer his specific skills are of no use to other firms

hiring in the job market. Similarly, the skills of a persori trained

on a Oarticular piece of machinery may become at least partially

obsolete if that piece of machinery or the production pr6cess

changes.

An example of a situation where program participants may be

given' a jump ahead of indivjdtials who do not participate (but
these other individuali may subsequently Fuld other means for
catching up) would include the individual who receives vocational
training in high school. He may have a temporary advantate until

others subsequently receive such training in a postsecondary
school, in. the armed forces; or in on-the-job training. Thus, , his

-initial-advantage may be eliminated with the passage of time and

the use by othe,---yf alternative methods for advancement.

wen these three possiblee divergent streams of impacts over

time, which one is appropriate? The most, logical method for
rnaldng projections would be to Ose them on the experience of
pirticipaqs in other programs. If the gains from a similar
program have increased at an annual rate of 5 --ent, then this

figure could be applied. Unfottunately, there is ;liable basis

for comparison. Most social programs and almost _4J evaluations

of thim are less than fifteen years old. Longitudinal data are not

yet available on them. Further, the few lager tern stuclies which

ave been conducted with comparison groups are contradictory.

Hu eh al (19) and Somers and McKechnie (31) fodnd declining
!-

earnings impaCts for vocational education after six years and for
institutional skills training after live years; Ashenfeltef (2) found

declining earnings gains for males but reralively constant gains for



females lover a five-year period following MDTA institutional
training i Borus (5) found increasing gains for five years following
institutional training; and Bortis.andPresccitt(7) found increasing
earnin0 benefits for -men completing institutional training but
declining gains, for the dropouts.

4..

The Duration of ImpactsIf it is found thaKthe gains of
prograrn participation decline steadily .over'. time, they may
eventually-Teach zero.' Altematiwely, if they remain constant or
increase during the period of observation, they may continue until
the .inilividual retires or dies. The magnitude of the projected
impacts and the resulting _program evaluation will be greatly,
affectd by which one of these scenarios is selected and by how far
into Om future the projections are made, Different studies have
chosen one or the other alternative.

A Possible Solution. The best method for estimating future
impacts appears to us to be a sensitivity analysis which projects the
unpacts for several periodt with the impacts increasing, remaining
constant, and declining.' A matrix can be constructed which
presents the expected impacts.under each of the alternatives
Tabl 5-1). Such a matrix, wilk show the sensitivity of the impact
estimates to various combinations of assumptions, which should
be Useful when comparing different programs.

As longitudinal studies provide more hard data on the trends in
impacts over time, fhe matrix can be condensed. Until then,
considerable., thought should be given to deterinining which
deseription of the particulars impact studied is most appropriate.
Filling in the matrix is only the first step in projecting

Impactstheoretical or empirical considerations for selecting the
st-estimate" must follow.

4, All of the longer evaluations have found some benefits to persist for ve years

the treatment.

5. Longer term projectiOns also should take mortality and changes in labor force a

C. don rates into account.



Tab 5-1 Tc mpacts Under Al rhative Assumptions

105 c

Period of
Impact Me

Impacts decline
annually by Impacts are

constant

Impacts Increase
annually by:

5% 1556

5 years

10 years-

20 years

Until prirtic-
[pant reaches
55 years

Assigning Values to Future Impacts and Costs

The ,benefits of different types of social programs may be
alized over different periods of time. Likewise, various impacts

of a program occur at different points in the time following
participation. Finally, prorni impacts occur in the future (after
the program), whereas costs are incurred in the present (during the
program). The basic question to be answered is "Are impacts to be
treated equally regirdlest of when they occur; if they are not, what
is the proper method for eq6ting future impacts with those which
occur now or costs which ha e already been incurred?"

To construct a simple examp take three programs that recitihe
an investment in 1980 of $80 million. Program A will return $80
million in 1981 with no further -impact. Program B will return $40
million of benefits in 1981, $40 million of benefits in 1982, and $40
million of benefits in 1983. Thereafter, there will be no benefits.'
Program C will provide benefits of $20 million for each of the
seven yegrs from 1981 through 1987. There will be no benefits
after 1987; Which program is preferable or should there be no
program?

Prograin A is unlikely to be the choice because most people are
not indifferent toward options givirfg them an amount. of income
in the future equal to the amount that they invest now This occurs



for two related reasons. The first of these is "time_ preference."

This is' the old saying, "A bird in the hand is worth two in the

bush." Simple proof of this desire to have our cake now rather

than in the future is that most of us require that we be paid a
certainamount in order for us to postpone consumption. In order

for the bank to induce us to 'make deposits, they must make

interest payments. Similarly, most people borrow money and pay

interest in order to buy things now rather t_ han to wait until they

have the necessary cash for the purchase. Individuals will pay

12 percent interest charges in order to have a new car now rather

than saving the money and buying it two years frOm now The

individual's rate of time preference, which is subjective, can be

estimated by his willingness to loan Or to borrow. He will loan

money as long as the return is greater than his tupe preference rate

and will borrow moray as long as the interest rate he has to pay is

less than his time preference rate

Another way of looking at the problem- ofi valuing future

benefits in terms of present expenditures is in -terms of the

opportunity cost of alternative projects. If person can earn

interest of 6 percent by putting his money into a riskless savings

account, he wouldbe foolish to invest in a project which paid him

less than 6 percent. Similar logic applies to government projects.

The government should not undertake any project which' pays less

than the alternative investments that it' might undertake or the

return the resources would earn in the private sector.' The use of

pyivate sector rates of return is important because taxation of the

private sector is the source of the resources which will be used to

'undertake the project.

The two concepts are interrelated. In a perfectly competitive

capital market, 'as borrower's whose timepreference is high boirow

6. It must be recognized that there are factors other than time preferencesuch as

precautionary saving for a rainy daywhich will influence willingniess to-borrow and loin

at various interest rates.'
I This stateinent holds only if the returns from the projects/are fully and accurately

measured. It may be that the government project has certain noneconomic benefits which

are socially desirable and which cannot be expressed in economic terms. In this case, the

gOvernment project might be undertaken even though it does not yield the rate' of return

attainable in the private market.
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more, the interzst rate will rise'and their time preference will fall.
Similarly, the imerest rates lenders can charge will fall and their
time preference will rise as they choose the best 'of alteinative
projects. Eventually, -an equilibrium point will be reached where
'the borrowing rate, the loan rate, the rate of time preference, and
the opportunity cost of alternative Projects will be equal. This will
be "the" discount ratethe rate by which future revurns would
have to be, reduced to find their present value. The formula for
determining the present value of impacts is:

B, B2
P V73

r) (1 + r)2

Bn Bt
2

+1", n t 1 (1 +0'

Where B1, B,, Bn are the benefits (net of losses) in years.1, 2,-and
II, respectively, r is the rate of discount, and t is the year In terms
of our example, if the discount rate is 10 percent, the present value
of the benefits of the three programs are $72., million for
Program 'A, $99.5 million for Program B, and $97.4 million for
Program C

Unfortunately, in the real world 'the capital market not,
perfect. There are several major factors which prevea the
establishment of a single discount rate. One is the mx r.it 07t

private projects. Since the corporate'profit tax re c Itprroachts
pereent,,a project needs to have a rate of re leest twice;- a5

high as the individual's rate ,of time preference in order for the
project to be worthwhile for him to imdertake. Another
consideration would be that projects are not equally' risky. An
individual, in making his calculation of the rate of return,, must
include some premium for the risk involved in the project.
Therefore, the rate of return may have to exceed the rate of time
preference before it will be worthwhile for t t: individual' to
undertake a project.. Furthermore, the rate of risk will vary among
projects so that there will be a whole variety of interest 'Yates
charged to arrive at an equally riskless rate of return. Other
disrupting factors which, lead td a diversion of interest rates from
the single discount rate are various market imperfections, such as
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lack of communication, imperfect knowledge, monopolies, and
outright discrimination. Finally, there is a problem of externalities

. in that the rate 'of return in the private market may not take into
account all of the costs or the benefits which are derived from the
project. This is a problem of proper allocation of costs and returns

to a project. For instar.ce, the owners of a polluting smokestack
may not be charged for tLe pollution. The pollution exists,

however, and it lowers the rate of return on the project for society
although it does not lower 'the private. rate of return. In

conclusion, there' is not a single discount rate which can
automatically be applied to all social projects.

Which rate, then, should be used? As stated above, the discount

rate should be no lower than the amount people are willing to pay

to borrow. funds to increase consumption, nor. should it be less

than the return the funds could earn in alternative investments.
These rates differ, however, depending on who is borrowing acid

who is investing, The government borrowing rate, practically risk

free to the lender, .has recently been between 4- and 9 percent.

Business faces a somewhat higher ratethe prime rate has been

between 6 and 12 percent in recent years. Individuals face many

borrowing rates ranging from about 8 percent to over 25 percent,

depending on the risk iinvolved to the lender. The alternative
investment opportunities also vary. The basic alternative to a
go ernment program is a tax cut whith will allow increases in
private business investment. The return on private investment is in

the range of 10 to 20 percent, part of which is a premium for risk.
The return to the individual is typically !oilier (5 to 15 percent),

again dependent on the risk involved. Since the extent of risk is not

known in the investment cases, the true rate of return is not known

for alternative projects.

To quote Prest and Turvey (23) "the truth of the matter is that,
whatever one does, one is trying to unscramble an omelette, and

no one has yet invented a uniquely 'superior way of doing this."
Therefore, the most 16gical way to proceed is to consider a variety

of possible discount rates aid then to test how sensitive the

analysis is to each choice:- Rates of 5 percent, 10 percent, and 15

percent would appear to represent a reasonable set. They should
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cover the range of time preference rates. For most socll.program
compaisons the relative values of the impacts of two ogrkrns
will vary little with the choice of discount rate. In so uations,
however, substantially different results will occur.'

If only a sin4le discount rate is to be-used, it would appear that
the consensus is now at a rate of 10 percent, particularly for
discounting society's future benefits, This rate roughly approxi-
mates the return on private investment when a small allowance is
made for risk. However, other rates should be used as well in
order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the analysis to this
assumption.

Accounting for Externalldes

Up to this point: governmental and societal impacts and costs
baskally have been calculated by aggregating the impacts and
costs associated with the program participants. We must now be
concerned with external impacts and costsbenefits and costs
accruing to persons who are not directly participating in the social

program.

The quistion may be raised as to why these outside individuals
a- a should be considered. The answer is that these individuals may be

affected in ways that completely offset any value of the program.
For eicample, it is conceivable that program,participants are placed
in jobs which would have gone to other individuals had the
program not existed. Further, it is possible that thel'program
participants replied individuals with identical characteristics so
that there is no net increase in employment in the.aggregate or for
any particular group in society. Alternatively, the program

icipants may replace other individuals., who hold political
power with the result that the program becomes politically
infeasible because the latter refuse to allow the program to exist.

Similar issues revolve around the question of who pays the costs of

social programs.
8: In terms of our example, a 5 percent discount rate will cause Program C to be

preferable, whereas Program B has the highest yield using a rate of 10 percent. If an 80
percent rate is used, Rrpgrarn A is to be the best of the three alternatives but no program

would be preferred to all three.
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There are two typeS of external benefits and costs. The first are

real externalities. They involve the creation of additional real

production (real goods and services which would not have existed

before), or they use additional real resources (and therefbre they

reduce the amounts of goods and services which'can be produced),

The real external effects are particularly important when one is

discussing the impacts and costs of social programs from society's

point of view.

There are several simple examples of real external effects of
employment-related social programs. First, there are the effects on

other members of the participant's family. For instance, an
individual may be provided with services which increase his
earnings. This in turn raises the family's income. With the increase

in family income, the spouse and/or some other= family member

may reduce the number of hours they work. Whereas the farriily

may be happier with this allocation of labor market effort, the

increment in production is only the change in the output of the

total family unit, Jnd this is less than the increase in the

production by the program participant. The loss in production
which results from the reduced work effort of other family

members must be subtracted from the increase for the participant.

Another exarnple,of effects which are external to the individual

participant but are internal to his family would be the influence of

the program on the investments in education and human capital

made by other family members. For instance, the higher earnings

which may result from a social program may be spent on the

program participant's children's education so that their productiv-

ity, is subsequently increased. There would be intergenerational
effects of the programs which increase society's output of goods

and services, although over a relatively long period of time in this

case.

A third example of real externalities occurs once the program
articipants are employ_ ed. If they interact favorably with other

workers in their place of employment, the program participants

may either transfer skills to the other workers and/or form a work

,,foup which operates very well together. The result may be that
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the other workers receive higher earnings late to in rreased

production as a result of the existence of the employment related

program.

In all three of the above cases,' there are obv effects on the
real output of society produced by workers other titan toe
participants in the social program. There is another class of
externalities called pecuniary evernalities. In these cases,.there is a
redistribution of income to individuals external to the program but

there is no cliangein the real production of these individuals. For
example,.if it large number of workers are trained for a particular
occupation, it is likely that the wage rate will decline (or not.
increase as rapidly) for all workers in that occupation, including
those who had been formerly employed there. Since there is a
change in earnings but no change in the output of these other
workers, this is a pecuniary externality and not a real one. Society
has not- lost any production from these workers and, therefore,
societal impact of the program is unaffected.' It should be pointed

out, however, that this redistribution of income from the
pecuniary externality may be extremely irriportant to the

individuals who have suffered from it; thus, they tnav tttt:,ltpt to
thwart the continuation of the program."

There are four other external effects which are very itrtportant

for employment-related social programsth- displacement,
vacuum, 'substitution and complementary effects. They may be
either real or pecuniary externalities, depending on the

circumstances.

Displacement Effects. The displacement effect occurs when a
program participant either causes a presently employed worker to
lose his employrnent in a given firm or what is mor6likely, causes

9. The government impact may 111..)1. DC ,11.111ACj. 611 16:

decline from the other workers. ithrs should be offset by higher taxes paid by other factots

of production.

10. One can argue that .4e reluctance of many groups to accept equal ethployment

opportunity programs is an attempt on thfir part to avoid the negative pecuniary
extonalitio associated with these actions. A prime example is the building trade unions

who refused to admit large numbers of journeymen or. for many years, to cooperate with

government apprenticeship programs for blacks.

I20
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some individual who would have been employed in that n.Qt

.to get a job because it was taken by the program participant. The

most overt example of this is an employer who hires program

participants and keeps them for as long as he can usethem at 'some

bgidl7ed rate. but then rerilaces them with other workers who are

subsidized. This of course is a rare case. A -,mutt uoarzzr,

occurrence is the situation where the program participants possess

somewhat greater skills due to the program than do other workers

who are available in the labor force. The program participants will

be hired rather than the other workers because the firm

presumably will reap greater profits by hiring these more

productive individuals.

Whether displacement causes real or pecuniary externalities

depends on how well the labor market operates, particularly how

-closely the labor market approximates full 'employment equilib-

rium and the time period thatis involved in movement from one

equilibrium w the next. If the assumptions are made that there is a

full-employment equilibrium at the start of the program (all

workers are being used to their fullest capacities) and that there is

rapid adjustment to a new full-employment equilibrium, then

those workers who were displaced would be Ode to move into

alternative oupations which at the margin pay the same wage

rate as they were formerly earning. Any deviation in.the increment

in output for society from 'the increment in the earnings of the

original program participants will depend on the speed of

adjustment to the new equilibrium. In the case where the

adjustment is instantar..z.us, displacement does not lead to real or

pecuniary externalities (assuming the adjustments are small

enough so that the wage rates of the displaced workers will he

unaffected).

displacement will depend ulon the ih.ipt demand and ruppiy

uai case where the demand air-se is downssurAloping and the supply curve

is 'Ishii to the right, there will be less titan total displacement, The dean e of dIsplactinent

will rise MS the death/1y of the demand cursw declines and the elasticity of the supply curve

rises. It the demand curve it %,cttical or the supply curse is horirontat. there will be total

diaplacement: if the derhand curie it horirontal or the ,upply cut se IS le ;cal, there will 1St

nL displacement.



owcver, there1s l than u ployir,c.z so aia th
nvolVeci hi fno ing from on equilibrium to the net then
may be real externitles involved in displacement. For
cc, if workers experience unempldyment as ?hey are bumped ,

down from one occupation to the next. this period _ of
unemployment involves .a real cost 1.9 ,4ty tec.u.sc ii« s4
workers are not prodiming goods and .sirvides. tvlteover, to the-
extent that some of the' displaced workers do not find
eniployneznt,- their lack of employment mdse be considered as a

egative impact of she program:The crucial question bfeitult
_displittement effects is how foie it takes for the adjustme
process to Occur and_to.,what extent displaced workers are likely, to
be unemployed.,_ It world appear that the higher the_rate of
tmemploymem the Icatscr will b ee the pt .during wrbich the
disilactel 'wets are unemployed and the larger the r.tai,

externalities. p
,/

Vacuun Effects. The vacuuni effect is in some ospects. the
erne of the displacement effect. If individuals wllb participate,

in social, progrp-mz40auldhave'helditiobs,fiad they h-ot been= in t e
program, the effect of prograrrf participation is to redueel (he
supply of labor in those occupations whip-iltex kit. This might
increase the wagrrate in the occupation and attract workers Iwo
other occupations with the result that-the reduction incrnplcrrner
in this occupation would be less 1,haff-tile number df-perso
kit it to enter the program." Again, 4etlier there are real or
pecuniary externalities dill be a function of labor rmarket
conditions. There are_likely to be real externalities if there is less
than full employment which. allows some workers to -take jobs
when they formerly would have beerr unentployed or 'undefent:
played. Thii means that theoppaitUnity cost to society in term ,f

lost oduction will be less than the output not produced- by
part prints while the4'are in the program. In cnntrafil,
vacuum effect may be n4ligible or liaye no impact at all if thereis

I employment and the number of workers involved is sinall.

thre.vieuurn ±rreaM Ain deivt-nd on -the Elm
cfe will kt rdnial el re.-1 if Nub curve-. sictpe en the 110:1-Wil du-

d Cute tf f miad or the IQ PplY 17-1M-C hmizonlel, arch while
izanutt t.4 the iuppl.,4 curve tt
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they Girt find/other comparable ,,,,ork, elily, the losSes will b

minimal in t -.crns of output foregone. However, there will be

.
substantial teal external effects if .they remain unemployed_ for

long -periods.

Complementary Effrcis. Finally, there may be- real 70!;t1I've,

externalities and social 1ns iven if there is no unemployment,
when the placement or cc prorn v u leaL to
being hired, Technology is:Such that jobs are complernatary n
some industries. It one job is v,acant, other o.113 which ar-t

dcrendern delta it cannot he filled, For example, a shortage of
computer programme' limn_ the-use c cornputera and the
need for keypunch operators. In these the improvement in

the ernr,Apyrnent o! tritt
a computer operator in the example) understates the

refit .g which society receives. The complementary workers.

(keypunch operator's) have hig.her earnings or more tmployrr,ent
than they would have: these, (no, are benefits resulting from the
program. The extern of sucn- complementary effects will be based

on the lab-or- Market situation and technology in the industries in

which program pri.rticipants are' placed, For the' complementary
effects to occur there need to be bottlenecks, uilkh are most likely

to occur only as the economy appronche...q full employment. _It

would :appear 'that if the plutteipants hit job upcifThicsf-14

displacing other work-er 1.11=;:re are likely to be no-complerrientary

effects,

Measuring the 4.4.reinahttei, t..;firwiioi,
difficult .to measure, They,requirc iclentifier-tion of the parties
outside the program and the comparison of their situations in the

preterice . of the progra.m with '4'w:it happened inAts

absence. For members of the Parti6ri-littsl. 'fain-Hies, such

procedures are relatively di iamilie-s- of control or

comparison group nierbr s=H repreeitl .the sitgaiion without

Ow program,

The (Op ext no..! 1vnt then t

Mere °$

individuals wlii) would liavo- '7.-%eiri hired
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patitipants no hired first, nor is there a way o identify the
individuals who are hired when program particIpa,nts no not apply
for a job that they would have filled were they not a program.
The best that appears possible is to realize that the c rnalities are
dependent on the level of the economy and the i of the
program, to examine them, carefully, and to present some
alternative !motions about_ the displaccmen , vacuum, ubsti-

union, and con plementaty

Second peu ts. in the preceding section the discussion
concerned direct effects of social programs on persons external to

the programs. There may also be indirect effects, of the spending
for the programsthe secondary or multiplier effects of the

In its simplest form, the logic runs as follows. Social
is represent an increment in expenditures. As the
program are spent by the program participants and the

program' staff, the result will be greater income for
individuals who receive the funds. These individuals will, in
spend more To the extent that, resources are' tinempfoycd, the
expanditures will cause increases in pr duction through the
multiplier effect. These secondary effectn could also be included
among the impacts of the program.

Most evaluations, however, con errt choice of
Inative program expenditures or a res.iuCtit rt in Th

.rnatives will also have sect/I-Wary effects, and it becomes
T1Cr ely a question of how the multiplier will he called into effect

d CI hcther it will be applicable. Since all programs will have

a multiplier effect, there seems no point in considering it directly.

One need not nr±ltioly the benefits by a fixed factor (such as a
multiplier of two or three)
such a multiplier."

.it programs presumably have

C ;h. 4C S..` -ntini.-z on Itt

muliiptio( cno- ,..7c-.:..,,,.7.. in Om 4:1-,,:

,nrrnc f-...pcntio Ilit,c. h.glic:

InullwItcr .., :., !xs. Cos, 1.l.0,im, 1-1,.. EA ti-,. ,.itifincm=7.5. noi

clat.-tii.v.1 .end, thefriott, -,.,
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While the use of an overall multiplier applied across the board
does not appear useful, the geographic-distribution of programs
may cause them to have different impacts because the degree of
unemployment varies considerably between areas.' There will be
pockets of unemployment and4depressed regions even in periods
of relatively full employment nationally. Spending in areas where
there is high unemployment will produce-greatef real production

than will equivalent arnozi,iis spent in areas of full
employment, where the additional spending will only lead to
higher prices. In the case of employment-related social programs,
the effects are probably much more localized than the effects of
alternative development projects. Most of the expenditures for the
program would go toward the purchase of services and income
maintenance payments rather than for capital goods. Since the
expenditures' for services and income maintenance would be spent
in the area in which thy program occurs, most of the program
expenditures remain in the community, at least in the first, round.
Of coarse, as the income is spent on manufactured.goods in the
second round, it will most likely move outside the geographic area
in which the program occurs. One would expect to find, however,
greater increases in real productivity in areas with high
unernpl eat, than in those where there is full employment.

While it is possible to indicate the direction of secondary effects,
as was the case for externalities, it is impossible to measure these
effects with certainty. We,, therefore, are faced with the situation
where we must attempt to estimate the external and sedondary
effects of social programs whenever possible while, at the same
time, realizing that we-are probably able to touch only the tip of
the iceberg. It is because of our ignorance of the submerged part
of the iceberg that we should be very cautious in using the results
of our analysis.

Making Program Decisions

In Chapter 2 we outlined a series of many different types of
possible criteria for measuring program impacts. Any or all of
these criteria may be considered to be important by .a decision



maker evaluating a program. Therefore, a measure of program

impact and cost should be calculated for every criterion which has

been examined in the analysis.

Combinations of Program Impact and Cost Measures, The

basic tools for combining measures of program impact and cost

are benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness ratios." These express the

total or average amount of success (net of losses) per dollar of

cost. Further, since the benefits and costs occur at different times,

the ratio should show the present value'of each, i.e.,

a
(

Present value of benefits t 1

value of
(Ct/o

t

where Bt and Ct are the benefits and costs for each ye in which

they occur, r is the discount rate, and t is the year. U sually, both

terms in the ratio will. be positive. This indicates that while the

program produces benefits it involves the use of resources to

accomplish thjs gain. When a benefit-cost ratio is greater than 1, it

indicates that the present vale of the economic returns exceeds

the present value of the costs of the program. If the ratio is less

than 1$ this indicates that the program costs more than the value of

the resources gained from it For noneconomic gains, a subjective

weighting is necessary.

Whereas the benefit -cost ratio is probably the Most widely used

criterion for evaluating projects, it suffers from several possoible

shortcomings. First; if either term in the ratio is negative there are

problems of interpretation. A negative numerator and a positive

denominator indicate that not only are the original costs never

17. The expression is a
benefit =cost ratio when the criteria of uccess are measured in

dollars (such Is increases' in participant
earnings) so that the numerator and the

denominator are expressed
in dollar tenms. If the numerator is expressed in a unit other

than dollars (such as number of-persons employed or change in score on a job satisfaction

scale), the expression is a cost-effectiveness ratio.
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recovered, but in addition, further losses are incurred after the
conclusion of, the program. On the other hand, if the numerator is
positive and, the denominator is negative, the program not only
generates successful outcomes on its completion but also provides
more resources during the program than it consumes. If both the
numerator and denominator are negative, the net gains are
generated during the period of the program while net lows occur
after the completion of the program. Such a situation is highly
unusual.

A related .problem with benefit-cost ratios is that one must be
clear as to what constitute_s a benefit and what constitutes a cost.
Earlier, we suggested that costs include those changes which occur
during the course of the program and that impacts are any changes
which occur after the end of the program. However, because
different programs occur over different periods, it becomes
somewhat difficult to apply the definitions of benefits and costs
equally to all programs. Yet, this can become crucial in the
calculations of bengfit-cost ratios. For example, come employ-
ment-relaied progrims provide onThe-job training or work
experience where the participants produce useful output while they
are in the program. The magnitude of the benefit-cost ratios will
diffey, depending on whether this oqtput.is considered as a benefit
and added to the numerator or a negative cost and subtracted
from The denominator;

A third problem with the benefit-cost ratio is that it requires
that a rate of discount be established to find the present value of
.the benefits and costs. As discussed earlier, the selection of a
particular discount rate may be subject to question, particularly
since- the choice of rate may determine the magnitude of the
benefit-cost ratio. However, one does have the opportunity to
make a sensitivity analysis to find out how the benefit-cost ratios
for different projects vary in their ranking if different discount
rates are used. When such differences occur, another combination
of benefits and costs may be more appropriate.

When the numerator or the denominator of a benefit-cost ratio
is negative or there are substantial problems in differentiating
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benefits and costs, another combination of impact and cost

measuresthe net present vEllue Which gives the net value of the

gain from the programis usually more appropriate. This may be

expressed as:

he present value of benefits minus. the present value of costs

1 or

2 (Bt /(1
n

ot) (Ct/
t=

1+

It shows the present value of the additional resources which have

been gained after costs have been deduCted. Therefore, the net

present mine must exceed 0 in order for the program to cover its

costs.

--'"While the net present value combination solves the problems of

negative costs or benefits and the definition of benefits and costs,-

it, too, suffers shortcomings. These include the problem of

choosing a discount rate., In addition, it should be obvious that the'3'

net present value can only be calculated when both the benefits

and costs are expressed in the same units, as is also true for

benefit -cost ratios. One:cannot subtract apples from oranges or

dollars from units gained on a satisfaction scale. Also, when

comparing alternatiye programs, the net present value is

appropriate only when the expenditures on the alternatives can be

the same. Otherwise, there will be a tendency to choose the larger

project. For example, using present values for both cases, Project

A may have a cost of $10 million and a benefit of $100 million

while Project B has a cost and a benefit of $100 and $200 million,

respectively. The net present value of Project A will be $90 million

while that of Project B is $100 million. Project B appears superior.

Yet, if Project A could be expanded it would be much more

Profitable.

18. To mitigate problem it may be useful to calculate the net present value per dollar

of cost. Once this is done, however, the problems of definition of benefits and costs and the

treatment of negative benefits and costs; as observed with the benefit cost ratio, reappear.
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A third measure, when both the numerator and denominator
are expressed in dollars, is the internal rate of return. This is the
annual discount rate which will equate the total benefits and costs.
To estimate the rate of return the following equation is solved for

n et
t =1 ot (l +r)t

For a program to be successful, it must have a return greater than
0. To b- e better than an alternative program, it must have a higher
rate than does the alternative.

The, obvious alvp.ntage of the internal rate of return approach
over the others is'ihat it does not require an explicit discount rate
and thus avoids the problem of choosing one, Also, it makes no
difference whether a particular change is labeled as. a negative
benefit or a positive cost. The internal rate of return suffers,
however, from other shortcomings. Most important of these' is
that it cannot be dalculated without the use of computer facilities.

Should a Program be Continued? The answer to this question
usually -depends on what alternative programs are available.

-General agreement should exist on the discontinuation of certain
types of programs. A program should be ended when no
redeeming features are found after consideration of all criteria of
successwhere all important dependent variables are measured
and: 1) no benefit-cost ratio is greater than 1; and 2) no cost-
effectiveness ratio has a positive numerator or a' negative
denominator. These criteria will be met very infrequently if only
because it is usually impossible to quantify all of the-dependent
variables. Therefore, the program decisions must be based on a
comparison of alteinative programs. k

Comparison of Alternative Programs. In very few cases, one
program is superior to another when compared on all of the
criteria that we have suggested. In these cases the course of action
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is clear; the superior program should be expanded. (This is based

ort the assumption that average benefits and costs are positively

related to those at the margin.) More often, one finds a program

which is superiorn some areas but inferior in others. The choice

of program expansion and contraction under these circumstances

depends upon the preferences attached to each of the benefits. For

example, a skill training program may be more effective than a

remedial education program in raising the earnings and reducing

the unemployment of the- participants, but the remedial education

course may lead to greater personal satisfaction and improvement

in race relations." Assuming that only one -program can be

expanded, a choice must be made as to which is more important

increased earning and employment or psychic and behavioral

improvements. Once explicit weights showing relative importance

are assigned to each of these impacts, the program decisions can

be Made. The weights should be explicit so that others who have

different values can also use the analysis.

There- are two strategies which may be followed in assigning

relative weights to program impacts. The first is for the decision

maker to provide the evaluator with the weights of various

benefits before the evaluation is begun. The evaluator will then

examine only those measures of sudcess with non-zero weights and

will aggregate his findings to arrive at a single overall measure of

program effectiveness. The advantage of this approach is that it

does not consider goals deemed irrelevant (those given no weight

by the decision maker); therefore,it may be more economical and

efficient. Its major shortcoming is that the weights assigned to

19. So far the discussion has concentrated on the economic benefits, where the

numerator can be expressed in dollars. Althoughnoneconomic
benefits cannot be stated in

comparable terms, it is extremely important that these benefits not be ignored. It is useful,

therefore, to present the noneconomic Lost- effectiveness ratios in tabular form for the

decision maker to use along With the economic data. These will take the fool of ratios of

. the increment in a noneconomic
benefit divided by the cost of achieving that increment. For

instance, the remedial education program may increase personal satisfaction by 2 points on

scale of 20 at a cost of $50 to achieve that increment in satisfaction. The ratio then would

be 1:5. The skill training might increase the personal satisfaction by 1 point for a cost of

$100 for a ratio of 1:100. It will then be up to the decision maker to assign relative weights

to the behlit-cost ratio and to each of the cost-effectiveness ratios.
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impacts differ among'decision makers and over time. For this
reason the alternative approach usually is more practical.

In the second strategy the evaluator calculates the bencfit-cost
or cost-effectiveness ratio for every impact which might be
relevant for each program being examined. If consideration of all
possible impacts is not possible because of cost or other
limitations, the calculations should at least be made for all impacts
which are thought highly' relevant. The ratios for alternative
programs can then be compared in a single table." This procedure
allows each decision maker to assign the weights that he believes
are most appropriate and to arrive at a decision of overall program
value. If circumstances change, the decision maker can redefine
the weights he wishes to use and simply 'recalculate the relative
performance of the programs. The weights should be determined
independently of the results of the analysis; otherwise, there is a
great post-analysis temptation to find the weights whigh will make
the analytical results, conform to previous prejudices.

Improving Program Efficiency. The same procedures could be
used to compare the benefits and costs of the components of a
particular program is order to determine the most efficient
combinations of components: The multivariate analysis proposed
earlier includes the effects of the presence, the duration, and the
quality-of program components on each of the measures of success
and cost.

There may be a component which has no benefit-cost ratio
greater than 1 and no positive cost-effectiveness ratio for any of
the possible criteria. Such a component prObably should be
dropped. In some cases, however, components have to be treated
as complementary sets. For example, diagnostic testing by itself

20. Such a table might take h following form:

Beneflt-Cost or Cost-Effectiveness Ratio

Program B 0 gram CCriteria of success

Increased production
Reduced unemployment

Program At

3



will ma.!e no improvement in the individual's behavior; without it

useful counseling may be extremely difficult. It is more likely,

however, that components will vary in their effectiveness,

depending on the criterion of success. Once more, a tabular listing

for each component can be made, including the benefit-cost or

cost-effectiveness ratio for each of the criteria in order to facilitate

the choice between components.

Matching Clients and Programs. Finally, the same method of

analysis and presentation may be used to identify the effects of,

various programs and components on different types of

participants to detertnint the hest combinations for particular

groups of potential clients. The multivariate analysis would show

whether programs or components produce differential success or

costs, depending on the types of participants. From these data,

benefit-cost and cost-effectiveness ratios for a particular group of

participants could be calculated for all programs and components.

Once inore, the weighting of tabularly presented values will allow

cross- program, dross- component comparisons.

StepS for Evaluating e fro

Programs: A Summary

mployinent-Related

In our opinion, the impact of all employment-related social

programs should be systematically evaluated wt. h such evaluations

beginning as soon as each program becomes operational arid

continuing on a periodic basis. The preceding discussion provides

what may appear to be a confusing number of alternative

approaches to measure the impacts and -costs of employment-

related programs, here we wish to compress that discussion and to

outline what we feel would be a useful procedure for measuring

program impact. The steps include the following:

1. Examine, the components, clients' and operating conditions

of the program.

a) Determine what is the nature of the program, how large it

is, and with what other programs it is comparable.



I Identify who arc I clicw!; and 11( arc

recruited and selc

Determine in which i;aoor markets the proltram operate,
who are the progi opc ators, and how the program
supported.

2. Determine the possihlc ita acts

a) Determine the goals of the program 1, perceived
commissioners of the evaluation.

b)_ Determine the goals of "significant .r, IN1n. may

.make use of the evaluationprogram operators,
politicians who originate or review such programs, other
evaluators (possibly through publications), and program

) Review evaluation
impaer they Tr"

significant.

d) Think of all other poss ifle impacts,

c) Identify the impacts party being, t d
society, government (or a particular unit of goy"
employers, participants, participants' fannies.

1

3. Establish one or more measures of each impact.

a) Use existing scales,and insiraineots411Ln possible.

-if similar p e the

b) Apply marginal productivity int:my to imate
gains from individuals' earnings gains

c) Be concern,.:d with the validity of the measures.

4. Determine which impacts should he measured.

a) Follow the principle that It is better to measure too many
impacts than to omit one whicb iq important, noting tbat
priorities for programs change with economic conditions
and poi
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potential. clients,.

0 list snultivariate .analy.5i.i; to adjant for -chi terericc.
the 'control. or compArlvit group rrierubtr$

M participants; Calculate the deve4,01-uxect--4s.
criterion for rto total progr-iam, for grourt particirtativ.i;

the ,program, for N-7arious program comporit-no and
for vatioug uptl.fir wih th ti-. program
optratcs,'
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d) Indicate how these r-dr-ulations
assumptions made in the estimation

c) Present your beet. estimate for the
program.

f) Suggest any improvements in pr_og am
ate derived from the analysi!;.

=129

subject to she
cess,

lotl n Tec.ha.lque

basic limitations. on the
rnethads wo I a r ted which should always ken t. is mine ,
First, based only on some of h of
success and'only on some Of the co -As of social programs. Our lists
of impacts and costs are admittedly incomplete, Even if more were
added to each liSt, constraints on time. funds, and ability would
limit the materia1s which could be considered and important

be omitted. More inrportant, however, we consider
only those criteria of success and costs which can be measured:
ignored are those .which cannot be measured, For thew reasons the
judgments which are made about the programs, components. and
participants may not always , right_"

iverios

-eV- even for measurable
as cannot always be d_

random rVi _ nrrye nt to exnerirnental And control
permit Ccit4 _erably -more accurate and trustworthy evaluations
bast Will other methods of sample selection, There are sail threats

ternal validity involved, however, which may limit the
lizability of the findings of :all variable S .whiCh could

conceivably influence the outcomes and costs of SOdal programs
Can be included in any analysis. fOre, an observed
'elatoriship may. be due to some other factor which is correlated

_ she two variables being examined, For. e ample, it may be
found that on-the-job training, has higher ,benefit -oast ratios than
does institutional ttAining11, however, the local unemplornent
rite is not a variable nir the analysis, and Ow analyzed COtitS are
in labor shortage :was, the return to on4he..jon training might fail



if< that pe, institutional courses a operating in

depressed areas. tire relationshinS which exist

for a given period of time They may change over time as other

unanalyzed variables change. ,Thusa while the ratios obtained from

this type of analysis may be/accurate for the group under study,

they may be difficult to generalize.

The thir4limitationhas been discussed before. The estimates of

benefits an costs areusually averages for the programs. They do

not measure directly the effect of changes in program size. While

one program may have considerably higher average ratios than

another, increasing the size of that program may lead to smaller

gains in success per dollar of cost than. would occur by increasing

the program with the lower average ratios. Until further.

information is available on marginal gains and costs, we can only

assume that the effects of changing the size of programs will be..

directly related to their ratios of success to costs.

Finally, there is a problem which ihis primer hopes to solve.

Evaluations to date have been on a program by program basis,

each using different methodologies. Typically, each study uses a

different type of control or comparison group and a different way

of handling externalities and .secondary effects. Data sources:

types of qumtiona, and measures of benefits will differ with each

study. Different periods will be used for projecting benefits and

diffilent discount rates will be employed for estimating present

values. There will be similes differences in the techniques for cost

measurements. tri Ortic( it)
the oodles

comparable, all of the assumptions and techniques need to be

equated. It is our hope that, if evaluators follow the ideas and

procedures presented in ihi primer, there will be sufficient

similarity among individuai studies to make them comparable.1'

A- TM kit aliamaiive tip
cariklow Wort Lima& to cial
*.mtunpsiorit. t period tild o OW pitxtd

cadartd. dm siareAuthevus e.-ab;a1i rturntx-: VOPAM% ;tqu, rs c r si tab

frounet, aci at tniittrirw stab a roico bo:writi ji b '.blvil may flound due

cot-Apia:earl.
/



pact Evaluation

we have propoied is difficult to conduct
and obviously vith pitfalls. R may not be correct when
completed. There are reasons for its use, however. It forcei those
responsible for social program decisions to attach weights to their
goals and to quantify the success and costs of a program as far as
is poisible rather than rest content with vague qualitati e
judgments and personal hunches. This is obviously a good thing
itself, some information is better than none. Also, it has the very
valuable by-product of mg questions which would otherwise
not have been asked. c is a considerable expansion in the
outlook with which the programs, are viewed, from daily
operational question ° the broader perspectives of social impacts
and costs. Thus, even though impact evaluation may not always
give the "right" answers, it may lead to the asking of afire
"right" questions if used sensibly. As experience and expertise are
accumulated, this meth° should lead to better answers.
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Any IC-has recently ompleted high school and is contemplat-

ing her fu r he has several alternatives from which to choose.

1) She been offered a job as a sales trainee by a large
maniafacturingfirm. They will start her at a salary of $7,000

per year with guaranteed increases-of $1,000 for the next two

years, After Ltwt point she will be paid comniissionc only

Successful sale'spersas earn $25,000 per year, 10

percent of all. trainees will eventually f= im,

classification. An additional 40 percent average S15,

year. The ,remainder average $10,000 per year.

2 She can inter an apprenticeship to become, a carpenter.
Under the terms of the apprenticeship she will earn $3.(50,

$4.25, and $5.00 per hour, respectively, for the three Years of
the apprenticeship and expect to work about 1,800 hours per

year. When sF completes the program and receives her

union card, she will make $7.00 per how or 2,000 hours of

Work.

3) She can enter college and study to Eie an accountant. The four

years of school will cost $3,000 per year in tuition, room,

board, and other out-of-pocket costs.. Accountants earn
about $12,000'to start and increase to average earnings of

$15,000, $20,000, and $30,000 per year after five, ten, and

twenty years of experience, respectively.

Ignoring her abilities and interest, what considerations should

Amy R. consider in choosing among the alternatives? Under what

circumstanc0 es would each of the alternatives be preferable?



Exireise 5-2

The Nationt4 Institute for Conserving Energy (NICE) has
awarded the 'City of Podunk a $1,000,000 grant to hire'
unemployed older persons to winterize and insulate homes and
apartments in low income neighborhood&of Podunk. The workers,
are paid the minimum wage and the materials are purchased,
directly from the national manufacturers at the manufacturers'
cost._

Congressman Joe Nathan who represents the district which
includes Podunk has received tte following letter signed jointly by
the POdunE Insulating Contractors Association, Local 57 of the
United Insulators Union, and the Building Suppliers. Association,
criticizing the program:

Dear Congressman Nathan:

As a chaMpion of the free enterprise system, we know you
will want tq deal with yet another example of federal
interference in the free market. Several months ago your office
announced a large grant to the City of Podunk which was
designed tb reduce unemployment from its present high rPte of
12 percent by hiring the unemployed to carry on insulating
work.

Mr. Congressman, this project is creating more unemploy,
rent than it is solving. We insulate homes throughout the 'city,
in all of its neighborho.ods. By the hiring of the unemployed-
older workers at substandard wages, the government is

substituting their labor for those of our members. Furthermore,
by purchasing supplies from the manufacturers, the city is

depriving local building suppliers from providing their normal
services.

The result of these actions could be ruinous to the insulating
industry of Podunk. Mr. Nathan, we are counting on you to
stop this bureaucratic blundering and save our jobS.



Congressman Nathan has forwarded the letter to the Director of

NICE. YI; Ill have been instructed to examine the issueand write a

reply for the Director.

1) What additiOnal infOr ation would you like to have about

the situation?

'2) Write the reply assuming that you had all of the relevant

facts.
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